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Murray High Band Wins It All
When the Murray High School
Marching Tiger Band arrives home
early this evening, they'll be loaded a
little heavier than when they left last
week for Whitewater, Wisconsin.
Among the assorted trophies, awards
and plaques will be a Marching Bands
of America National Champion flag,
which will be carried each time the
band marches in the coining months.
The Tiger band, making its first
appearance in the second annual
Marching Bands of America National
High School Band Championship,
unseated last year's champion to take
the national title Saturday night.
Last year's champion was Live Oak
High School from Morgan Hill, Calif.
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Murray High and Live Oak were the
division winners in preliminary
competition, and the Tiger band won in
final competition with an 85.75 score out
of a possible 100 points. Live Oak had an
85.70 score for second place.
The Murray High Band won $1,000 for
its operating fund, an invitation for the
1978 Orange Bowl Parade, High
Achievement trophies for the drum
majors and top marching award. Pat
Haggett and Tammy Parker), the
Marching Bands of America trophy, the
Beatrice Foods perpetual grand
champion trophy, a trophy as winner of
Division A competition, two trophies for
See BAND,
Page 12, Column 3
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Community Theatre
To Present Musical
"What Miss Sloe does with this role
On Friday and Saturday evening,
is one of the funniest capers you'll ever
June 10 and 11, atii 7:00 p.m., the
see. Every gesture, change of facial
Community Theatre has planned a very
expression, even her eye movements
special treat for the citizens of the area.
are calculated to bring roars of
In co-operation with the Colonial House
laughter."
Smorgasbord, the theatre group will
critic -John,.
Nationally-known
present "Stouthearted," a dinner
theatre.proclactian featuring thefalents . AleYaarior of the I.exingjan &nig was
very impressed by th4 talented Miss
of Mary Stout and Richard Valentine.
This musical-coinedy review will be
Stout.
highlighted by several songs and
"To watch this talented young achumorous scenes.
tress at work is sheer pleasure, and
mine came largely from basking in her
The show will include selections from
ability to move so easily and com"You'i e A Good Man Charlie Brown,"
pletely from Bloody Mary to the eii"Free To Be—You And Me," "Fiddler
tirely different character of Opal.
On The Roof," "Gigi," as well as other
Watch her face and her hands
pieces by playwrites Woody Allen,
carefully, she can use them flexibly to
Robert Anderson and Neil Simon.
create most any mood she wants and it
Musical Director for the show, Joe
comes without effort," Alexander said.
Jackson, will be playing everything
Miss Stout's credentials are very
from ragtime to classical arias for the
impressive. She has appeared in title
show. "Stouthearted" is as much a
roles in such productions as South
blend of the talents of music and
Pacific, Showboat, Godspell, Hair, My
theatre as it is a blend of the talents of
Stout and Valentine.
Fair Lady; and for her preforrnance in
Tickets for the Dinner Theatre
Cabaret, Tomy Rutherford of The
Production are $5 for adults and $2.75
Entertainer said, "Miss Stout
for children 12 and under, and are
unquestionably steals the show."
available at the main office of The
Miss Stout's crystal-clear soprano
People's Bank and The Bank of
voice can melt the hearts of even the
Murray, the public library, and from
toughest critics. "She could have
members of the theatre group.
carried the second act alone," said
"The Community Theatre is forJack Eddy of the Beloit Daily News. He
tunate to have the very talented Mary
continued, "Not only does she have a
Stout performing in our area," a
genuine gift for comedy, her timing is
spokesman said. Miss Stout has been
flawless, and facial gestures are
recognized by all of Kentucky's major
priceless."
theatrical critics, as well as by many
Mary Stout has performed in five
syndicated
known
nationally
states in every type of theatrical
reviewers.
production from Dinner Theatre and
See THEATRE,'
Sara Morrow of the Nashville Banner
Page 12,Column 4
said

Information Needed
On Missing Dog Here
A black, white and tan beagle in quarantine at the Murray dog pound has
apparently been stolen, and Murray Police have issued a plea for assistance
in quickly locating the dog.
The dog was placed in quarantine after biting a small child, and-iinder_ub.______
servation for signs of rabies, police said.
The dog was removed from the pound sometime Friday or Saturday. It is
urgent that the dog be found quickly, police said, because the child is unable
to undergo the series of rabies shots.
I
Officials said no action will bejaken agaiest anyone who removed the dog;
ea.the-safety.
ieformatiaw
-roc
041W
Antoesti-es
fekive
isthe only-et/mem
animal is requested to call.the Murray.City Police at 753-1621 or 753-324y.

Works Of
Local Men To
Be On Display

Mel Purcell won the Kentucky State Boys Tennis
Championship. See the story on Page Six of today's sports
section.

today's index
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today, high from
the upper 80s to low 90s. Clear
and cooler tonight, low in the mid
and upper 50s. Sunny and mild
Tuesday, high in the mid and
upper 70s.

Local Scene
Horoscope
Dear Abby
Opinion Page
Sports
Farm Pages
Classifieds
Crossword
Deaths di Funerals
Comics

2,3
3
3
4
6,7
8,9
10, 11
12
12
2

Slated Wednesday

Cancer Crusade
Nets $7,600

Grant To MSU

Arts Commission

One Section — 12 Page

Street Study Is

A meeting to review the first draft of
an impact study on 15th Street traffic
will be held at Murray City Hall at 7:30
The works of two Murray craftsmen p.m. Wednesday.
will be on display in Winston-Salem, N.
The draft on the study,conducted as a
C., during the American Crafts
project of the city, Murray State
Council's national meeting June 7-11.
University and the state Highway
The works of Philis Alvic, weaver and Department, has been received by city
Fred Shepard, contemporary potter, officials.
will be among the displays from 11
southeastern states that will be
represented in the showing. The
displays feature works of contemporary artists and reflect each
state's craft heritage.
"In Kentucky, we',ve selected crafts
which are representative of many types
of ,mediums, including fiber, leather,
A total amount of $7,600 was received
metal and wood," said Anne Ogden. in the recent Crusade of the American
crafts coordinator for the Kentucky
Cancer Society, according to Dr. Alice
Arts Commission.
Koenecke, unit co-president.
Dr. Koenecke said included in the
total was $715 contributed to the
Memorial Fund.
The unit co-president expressed bath
pleasure for the success of the drive
and thanks to the committee for their
contribution in the effort. Directing the
Crusade were Mrs. Robert Usrey and
Murray State University will be the Mrs. Henry Warren.
The committee also gave grateful
recipient of one of approximately 30
than 200
grants totaling over $50,000 that have- recognition for the more
in attime
donated
who
volunteers
been approved by the Kentucky Art,
tempting to give every person in
Commission for visual arts projects.
county an
The grants provide for either Murray and the surrounding
worthy
this
to
contribute
to
Opportunity
technical and salary assistance to help
was
mentioned
Especially
project.
thems
arts organization strengthen
Murray,for
of
Bank
Bell,
Bernard
Mrs.
selves, or project funds to help
the funds
artists' fees, said Anne Ogden, craft, voluntarily receiving
workers.
the
by
collected
coordinator for the commission.
Gene Nipp, area representative.
"The grants are intended as seed
met with the local committee
Paducah,
funds to help Kentucky organizatior.Department of the
provide arts activities for Kentuckian, from the Delta
Club to assess the
Woman's
Murray
and help broaden community support
suggestions for the
offer
to
and
project
for the arts," Ms. Ogden said.
particularly enHe
ensuing
year.
it,
inuing
Murray State, which is-cont
funds.
memorial
of
use
the
couraged
visiting artists programs, will, with tC.Envelopes for Memorials can be
help of the visual arts grant, arrano
found at the local funeral homes and
for the visiting artists to do workshopbanks or can be obtained from Lorene
and lectures for people in surroundir
Swann upon request, a spokesman said.
West Kentucky communities.

Approved By

inside today

Review Of 15th_

Officials Defend
Position On Road
he is trying to .do something to correct
Local officials have defended their
situation. He noted that he is now
the
position in an issue raised in Sunday's
to get the state to build a
attefnpting
the
over
Paducah Sun-Democrat
capable of Carrying the
is
that
road
alleged damage of a road in the eastern
he has no idea of when
that
but
weight,
County.
Calloway
of
portion
approved.
be
will
road
the
Elton Lile, Murray Route Three, who
Judge Miller confirmed allegations
is developing a subdivision along Ky.
trucks had been eited-on the-toad
that
as
497, was reported in the story
OVerweight, and that the
_king
for
claiming the road-is boinsplasinatied by
been dismissed. •
had
citations
for
fertilizer
hauling
trucks which are
commented in Sunday's
Miller
Judge
the Hutson Chemical Co., from its port
story that any decision regarding the
facility on Kentucky Lake at the-end of
matter would be a "judgment
Ky.497, to its plant in Murray.
deciaion," and would have to balance
Billy Smith, vice-president of Hutson
the needs of farmers over a 200-mile
Chemical, said this morning that
area around Murray for the fertilizer
damage was occurred to the road, but
delivered to the Hutson port against the
the
repair
to
that Hutson has offered
needs of the 10-15 families which live
road. Both Smith and County Judge
Ky. 497.
along
road
state
the
said
that
Miller
O.
Robert
See ROAD,
department, which owns one,mile of the
Page 12, Column 4
road in question, has made the issue so
complicated that Hutson is not able to
do the repair work.
Smith explained that when the barge
terminal was constructed,there was no
weight limit on Ky. 497. After the terminal began operation, the state posted
a weight limit of nine tons on the road,
which is less than the trucks weigh
empty.
He added that Hutson provided dozer
work, and paid for oil to repair parts of
the road, and that portion of the road is
in better shape than it was before the
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard has anterminal began operation.
nounced that the Department of Special
Most of the trucks are licensed for Education at Murray State University
73,000 pounds, and most are loaded to has been awarded $52,000 from the
legal capacity. Smith said.
Department of Health, Education and
The Hutson official continued that the Welfare to improve its program for
local chemical firm has talked to the teachers of the handicapped.
county, and offered to furnish a dozer to
This is in addition to a total of $150,000
rework the county portion of the road, granted the department over the last
which is about one mile, if the county two years for the same program.
will gravel it. No 'agreement has been
The niontes are used to develop the
reached on that offer yet,Smith said.
general special education program at
County Judge Robert 0. Miller said
Murray State and to help fund the
this morning that there had not been
Department of Special Education
enough planning on the road, but that Center for Innovation and Development, which works with area school
systems to improve their programs for
the handicapped.
Dr. Lawrence Marrs, chairman of
the Department of Special Education,
the university has also applied
The last uncompleted section of - said that
grant of $78,000 to fund a
HEW
an.
for
has
Kentucky
Western
Interstate 24 in
for special education
program
training
been placed under contract according
teacher aides aimed at
and
teachers
Frankfort
from
t
announcemen
to an
helping them teach children with
today.
multiple or severe handicaps.
State Transportation Secretary
The program would provide both inthat
announced
Calvin G. Grayson
training for special education
service
grade and drain construction along four
the school system, and new
in
staff
begin
will
County
Lyon
in
miles of 124
for students in the, special
courses
soon under a $4.5 million contract
program at Murray State.
education
Co.
Construction
Holloway
to
awarded
Dr. Marrs.
to
according
of Wixom, Mich.
Merle Neighly of the HEW office of
The contract was part of a $27 million
Education in Washington said today
package of road and bridge imthat the $78,000 grant is pending approvement projects awarded here
proval with action expected sometime
by
held
bid-letting
19
May
a
following
in July.
the state's Bureau of Highways.

MSU Special
Education
Department
Awarded Grant

Last Section Of
1-24 Under Contract
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CHARITY BALL — Dancing good foot and lively conversation were the order of the evening at the 13th annua
Charity Ball held at the Murray Country aub Saturday evening. The partygoers danced (left photo)to the musi«
Chant,
the Louis Brown Orchestra; and greatly enjoyed the sumptous food table (center photo) provided by the

the intermissions are (right photo)left to right, Mn and
Ball food committee. Engaged in conversation during one of
Austin and 0. B. Boone, Proceeds of the(haritv Ball
Janice
Jr.,
Simmons.
W.
Mrs. Charles Homra, Mr. and Mrs. A.
4 uttheon
1
benefit the Murray Comprehensive Care Ceater.
Staff Photos Its Gene k/

••••■•••.•'•
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Monday, June 6
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Clifford Smith at 7:15 p.
in. and I.ottie Moon with Mrs.
Mildred Colson at seven p. m.
----Bethany Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at the fellowship hall
of the church at six p.

Ladies Day Golf Lineups
Are Listed For Wednesday

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Presbyterian
First
the
Church, Ilith and Main
Streets. at 7:30 p, iii

MEMBERS OF the Murray Woman's Club held a social
hour on the patio of the club house -between the
memorial service and the installation dinner of the club
on May 23. Members of the Creative Arts and Home
Departments were hostesses for the evening's events.
At the front on the left is Bonnie Jones, first vicepresident, and on the right is Peggy Billington, president.
Others in the background, left to right, are Eva Morris,
Edith Noffsinger, Myrtle Douglas, Dolly Lorenz, Mary
Gertzen, Mary Etta Wells, Lora Arnold,and Effie Vaughn.

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
7:30 p.
-- Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Murray Country
Club on Wednesday should be
made with Mrs. Ronald Cella
by today.

A MEMORIAL SERVICE for members of the Murray Woman's Club who have died
during the past year was held in the garden of the club house on May 23. A rose bush
was planted in memory of the deceased members — Reba Mae Key Overbey,Louise
Dick, and Lillian Lowry. Clara Humphrey presented the tribute and Mary Curtis Taylor
presented special selections on the violin. Pictured left to right in the dub house garden are Jackie Overbey, Clara Humphrey, Mary Curtis Taylor, Sue Overbey, Stacy
Overbey,and Peggy Billington.

Tuesday. June 7
Providence
New
Homemakers Club will meet
with Patsy Pittman at one p.

Group 11, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet with
Mrs. T. N. McDougal at two p.
in. with Mrs. Taz Roberts as
cohostess and Mrs. Vernon
Riley to give the program.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a. in. followed by a potluck
luncheon at the church. The
Executive committee will
ineet at 9:30 a.
M urray—TOPS
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. in.
Murray Assembly .No., 19
Order of the Rainfow for Girls
will meet at seven-p. m. at the
new lodge hall.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. in. at the
Dexter Center.

NEW OFFICERS of the Murray Woman's Club were installed by Lochie Hart, left, past
district governor and past club president, at the general dinner meeting held May 23 at
the dub house. They are, tett to right, Rebecca Dublin, chairman, Music; Wilma Beatty,
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT was presented by Lana
chairman, Theta; Dorothy Mckenzie, corresponding secretary; Jane Hopson, chairman,
Jones, left, Murray, and Sue Hill, Springfield, Va., at the
Kappa; Helen Kline, treasurer: Brenda Marquardt, recording secretary; Cecilia Brock,
dinner meeting of the Murray Woman's Club held on
second vice-president Peggy Billington, president Ann Brooks, chairman, Creative ArMay 23 at the club house. The trip_gids, students at
president; Effie Vaughirchairman, Garden; Mildred Hatcher,
:
ts; BonnieJones, first-vice
Murray State University, are members of the cast of the
4114-Betty Boston,chairman, Home;Inez CLucton,chairmarrOelta. Absent
chairman,
_
Twilight Cabaret to be- featurecf-at Kentucky-13am---- were Julie Smith, chairman, Zeta, and Mary Ryan, chairman, Zeta. Mary Etta Wells gave
Village this summer. They were introduced by Bonnie
the invocation and Frances Matarazzo led the pledge and club collect.
Jones, club first vice-president. Jane Prince was accompanist.

Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
HOSPITAL PATIENT
7:30 to ten a. m. at the center George Barrett of Kirksey
with shopping to be from ten a. Route One has been dismissed
m. to four p. m.
from
Western
Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
First Baptist Church WMU
will meet at nine a. m. at the
HAS SURGERY
:church.
Mark Waldrop, son of Mr.
Dorothy Group of First and Mrs. George Ed 4 Pete)
Baptist Church Women will Waldrop underwent surgery
meet at the home of Mrs. at the Methodist Community
Hospital, Henderson, but was
Theron Riley at ten a. m.
able to return home over the
weekend.
Wednesday. June 8
Homemakers Clubs will
GOSPEL SPEAKER
meet as follows: Pottertown
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will be
, at Colonial House at ten a. m.,
, New Concord at Paris Lan- the speaker at a gospel
:ding State Park at eleven a. meeting at Mt. Pleasant
tn., and South Pleasant Grove Church of Christ with services
with Mrs. Imogene Paschall at 7:45 p.m. each evening
'
from June 5-10.
at 1:30 p. m.

Ci•sijj

Miss Felicia Housden,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Housden, has completed plans for her wedding
to Bobby Hill, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hill.
The vows will be solemnized
on Friday, June 10, at seven
p.m. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church with the Rev. W.
Glenn Hill, uncle of the groomelect, officiating. Music will
be by Mrs. Oneida White.
Miss Housden has chosen
her cousin, Mrs. Cindy
Brandon Pittman, as her
matron of honor. Her
bridesmaids will be Miss

Miss Teresa McKinney,
June 10th bride-elect of David
Rudolph, was complimented
with a personal shower held on
Thursday, May 26, with Karol
Kemp and Teesa Lilly as
hostesses at the Kemp home.
The honoree chose to wear
for the occasion cream
colored slacks with a print top
and matching scarf. She was
presented with a triple white
carnation corsage.
Games were played with the
winners presented the prizes
to the honoree who opened her
gifts for the guests to view.
The color scheme of orange,
green, and yellow was used.
Refreshments of cake,

GARAI.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Race
For Your Life,
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ARTHRITIS VICTIMS
More than five .inilliou
Americans are victims
rheumatoid arthritis I HAI,
the most dangerous and
crippling form of the disease.
reports The Arthritis Foundation. Most RA victims are
stricken between the ages IA
Al and 45.
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Come on in to Sirloin Stockade
any Monday or Tuesday from
5 P.M. til closing and order up our
1
Stockade Club Special,
- a tender, delicious
club steak, your
64
7"P'r
;.t
choice of potato, a
thick slice of Stockade
'-\Toast, salad, and
-Ct.) ACCOUNT CYALL
5OF
beverage for only • --F-ARTED JOHN r- WT
THAT TRASI-IBEAN
SLEEP, DUSTKNOWN' >0' WAS
0*
TOSSIN'ANY
(In

7:20,
9.10

1

11, 4,1 14
.
MI/ 1.10.1

Our Monday & Tuesday Special!

C4:611

641 N Central hr

brownies, punch, nuts, and
mints were served at the table
beautifully decorated with a
flowered tablecloth and with
matching cups, napkins, and
plates.
Ten persons were present or
sent gifts.

10:00 a. m. — Faira
Alexander, Elizabeth Sluchmeyer, and Chis Graham.
No 4 Tee —
9:00 a. m. — Louise Lamb,
Rowena Cullom,Jean Doxsee,
and Mary Watson.
9:10 a. m. — Dianne
Villanova, Betty Scott, and
Urbena Koenen.
Pat
9:20 a. m. —
McReynolds, Judy
Muehleman, Mickey Phillips,
and Janice Howe.
9:30 a. rn. — Thelma
Eckerdt, Lorraine Maggard,
Cindy Ashby, and Vickie
Baker.
No. 7 Tee —
9:00a. m. — Carla Rexroat,
Aurelia Batts, and Annie
Knight.
,9:10 a. m. — Jane Fitch,
Frances Matarazzo, and
Laverne Ryan
9:20 a. m. —Sadie West,
Marge Kipp, and Exie Hill.

qOU CAN
BE PROUD OF
YOURSELF

1

No invitations have been
Hendon, Nix Ann Osbron,
and
Debbie Colson, cousin of the sent, and all friends
attend
bride-elect, and Patti Knott, relatives are invited to
the wedding and the reception.
cousin of the groom-elect.

The Stockade Club.
Great Steak from
Great Steak Country!

e
eo,

CLINT
EASTMOD
'THUNDERBOLT
ind

Rhonda Housden and Miss
Tina Housden, sisters of the
bride-elect, and Miss Leah
Hill, sister of the groom-elect.
Flower girl will be Bethany
Hill, cousin of the groom-elect.
Best man for Mr. Hill will
Ricky Cunningham.
Groomsmen will be Charles
Glisson, Kim Grogan, and
Steve Cooper. Jeff Raspberry
and Randy Dunn will be
ushers. Ring bearer will be
Jimmy Hill, brother of the
groom-elect.
The reception will follow in
the fellowship hall of the
church. Serving at the
reception will be Sonia

Personal Shower Held For
Bride-Elect At Kemp Home

Oak
Ai •
.
W .'*••*•.

CAPP I

50400I)
fr.JELL,
LiOU MADE IT
T14R0U644 YOUR
FIRST YEAR

Housden & Hill Vows To Be Read Friday

Tuesday Is
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

PW11 CI•si

The lineups for the ladies
day golf to be played Wednesday, June 8, at the Murray
Country Club have been
released by Nancy Fandrich,
hostess, as follows:
No 1 Tee9:00 a. m. — Betty Lowry,
Phyllis Kain, Toni Hopson,
and Euva Nell Mitchell.
9:10a. m. — Carol Hibbard,
Margaret Shuffett, Betty Jo
Jerelene
Purdom, and
Sullivan.
9:20 a. m. — Inns Orr, Betty
Stewart, Sue Brbwn, and
Eleanor Diuguid.
9:30 a. m. — Cathryn
Garrott, Edith Garrison,
Norma Frank, and Rebecca
Irvan.
9:40 a. m. — Euldene
Robinson, Sue Costello,
Dorothy Eike, and Anna Mary
Adams.
9:50 a. m.-- Alice Purdom,
Beth Belote, and Lou Doran.

1-106WA51-15-- A1-1 CAINTNOT LIE rWHAT IS
',VLF? REAL ITtL SAW
REASON ?- HONES
ABE
LIFE r•

r
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AMERICAN
fluenza in Norfork, Va., just wondered if the loss of lives
LEGIONNAIRES
before he was scheduled to had brought to us what these
KEEP FAITH WITH
sail for Europe. His brother soldiers fought for. My part in
THEIR MEMBERS
Holland Cole, a Marine, died the 1st War was helping sell
in service in Europe. They are war bonds. As a teacher at
Memorial Day was fittingly
buried in the West Fork Galloway in the county, I
observed by the local
Cemetery. They and many organized my students into a
American Legionairies.
others are unlisted with the chorus of songs, -Over
'Driving through the City
A.L.
Cemetery Monday, I was
There," "Kay-Kay-Kay-ty,"
The memorial marker in the "The Red Cross Nurse," and
impressed by the number of
new American flags flying on— court yard here lists the other war jerking songs and
names of those who died in joined Lillian (Farmer)
the graves of soldiers of the
service. Herbert's name was Corn's students at Wells
American Legion. Knowing
Cleo Sykes and his never- omitted. His sister, the late School. Parents and friends
Ruth Clopton, regretted this came by the dozens to see and
ending attention he gives to
omission.
the organization, I called and
hear the students sing their
Aiding Adjutant Sykes and hearts out in the effort to sell
talked with his wife, Mary,
then later to Cleo, Adjutant of Commander Folsom were Bonds. They sold them, too.
the A. L. They and Corn- Cullen Erwin, J. Raymond
My part in War II was
Jones and Wade Green. These serving as editor of the Ledger
mander Roy Folsom and his
men were guests of Mary & Times and reporting about
wife organized the Post that
placed 100 flags in cemeteries Sikes and Millie Folsom at a soldiers here and overseas.
ham breakfast in the A.L. Hall One of my last projects with
in Murray and the county.
Memorial Day after they had the newspaper was to publish
Cleo and Mary placed the
flags in the City cemetery finished placing the flags.
a magazine-styled book that
The wives of Legionnaries listed the picture and
Saturday so that those visiting
Sunday and Monday could see sold poppies on the streets • biography of each man from
the rememberances of the here Friday and Saturday. this county who had served in
beloved who served in World This project gives them uniform. The publication was
Wars
and II, Korea and money to help carry out the almost 100 per cent in
legion program of rememberances. coverage of the soldiers Vietnam.
The
When I drove to George's missing only a few. My book is
W
remembers every deceased
member. Adjutant Sykes said grave this morning to see the yellow, but I treasure it.
100 flags were placed flag at his marker and saw
Working with me were
in 23 cemeteries in the county, others flying on the graves of Virginia Hay and Rebecca
50 in the City Cemetery, 10 in dear friends, I remembered Irvan, John I. Irvan,
Mmorial Garden and the how lightly I have par- Rebecca's husband, was in the
others in the county. The ticipated in the women's part 'middle of D-Day but escaped
caretaker of Memorial of the Legion. I appreciate the injury. On that memorable
Garden, placed all flags there. work of other wives and kin, day, we published an extra
I asked if deceased soldiers and I resolved to put this with streaming black caps,
uf---the news.aadjiait.distributed
,milboztewar had the Opportunity organization on iart
- to iota the American Legion-—PrOritie4----Orrthe straitrrallrffie rural
Visiting the Grave of the mail the following day.
were remembered on this
occasion. He conld place the Unknown Soldiers in Arlington
The inaugural address given
flags on those whose names National Cemetery recently, by John F. Kennedy, carved in
and seeing the Changing of the stone wall around part of
were on the A. L. list.
Guards,
brought his grave plot and the eternal
I was thinking when I asked The
this question about my two memories, fresh, of my flame, engaged my serious
cousins who died in World War participation in the program thoughts. Robert Kennedy's
I. Herbert Cole died of in- of World Wars I & II, and grave on the slope in front of
Arlington House, was marked
by a wooden, white cross. Both
graves brought me speeches
One HOUR
seconds and vivid memories
DRY
of the death of both. Johnny
Quertermous came to the
Central Shopping Center
library in Murray High School
Open 7 a.m. to6 p.m.
where! worked, after his noon
6 Days A Week
break, and- in his soft voice,
Phone 753-9084
broke the news, saying, "Mrs.
Hart, President Kennedy has
noon TOES WED Till/A
been shot. He's dead.'
JUNE 7 8 9
Thinking he was joking, I
EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED
showed my disbelief. Then
being assured he was telling
MIX OR MATCH
the truth, the students in the
library were told. We quickly
NO LIMIT
obtained a radio and listened
to the announcements concerning the tragedy and the
oath given to Vice President
Johnson,
making
him
president.
Until recently Col. Charles
H. Farris, New Concord,
served the local A.L. Post as
Adjutant and headed the
ON HANGERS OR FOLDED
Memorial Day flag services. I
remember that he brought the
flag to me the first Memorial
LAUNDERED AND
Day after George's death and
PRESSED TO
asked me to place it on the
PERFECTION
grave at sunup and remember
GOOD ALL WEEK
to take it in before sundown.
Colonel Farris served in
FREE SUMMER STORAGE! igvuv Cra4:44C:>FiTcF ,
World Wars' I and II in the
infantry, mostly in France
where he was wounded by gas
burns. A bullet punctured his
gas mask and the burns to his
throat kept him hospitalized in
Vichy six weeks. His eyes
mostly covered by cataracts
have slowed his reading of
four books a month to two.
Living alone in a trailer near
Concord, he enjoys a new set
of Brittanica and a new dicRoses Luncheonette will be open at 6:00
tionary. He's going to the
Temple University near
A. M.for breakfast Mon.-Fri.
Maryland for an eye operation
within a few days.

cLeaneRs

SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,
:
1 _l'snuRE 3/ /89
5EHIRTS

SHIRTS

39'

SPECIAL
1 egg
Bacon or Sausage
Hot Biscuits
Coffee
75c

2 eggs
Bacon or Sausage
Hot Biscuits & Gravy
Coffee
995
We invite all you early risers to come by
our luncheonette and if you know something
that will make us better able to serve you
please feel free to tell us. It would be greatly
appreciated.
Looking forward to serving you in the near
future.

James Beal, Manager
Roses Stores, Inc.

ENGLAND BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
England,
915
Johnny
Robertson Road, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Wesley Allen, weighing eight
_Pounds_two ounces, measuring_
211'2 inches, born on Friday,
May 20, at 5:51 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Lori Allison, age 4'x. The
father is a teacher and speeth
coach at Calloway County
High School, and the mother is
-on leave from the Bank of
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight Watson of
Murray RoUte Two and Mrs.
Gracie England, Vine Street,
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. I,exie
Watson and Mrs. T. D.
Johnson of Murray Route
Two. A great great grandmother is Mrs. Willie Jones of
Weseciew Nursinl Home.
4

-

•

Installation Of Officers
Held By Rainbow For Girls

Miss Deana Seigler was advisor; Greta Timmerman, Arnold, past mother advisors;
installed as worthy advisor of charity; Vickey Weatherford, Max Weatherford, District
Murray Assembly No. 19 hope; April Perry, faith; Deputy Grand Master of
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Susan Cates, drill leader; District Four; Mrs. Audie
on Sundayl May 22, at two Susan Estes, religion; Lagena Mae Alexander, worthy
p.m. at the Masonic Hall. She James, nature; Lana Lasater, matron of Cuba Chapter 519.
was escorted to her station service; Lisa Suiter, conAwards were presented by
following her vows.
fidential observer. Mrs. Sybil Mrs. Lasater, mother advisor,
Other officers installed were Lasater is mother advisor.
to Tina George, Vickey
Tina George, worthy associate
Serving as inst,alling of- Weatherford, and Greta
ficers were Lillian Robertson, Timmerman.
installing worthy advisor;
A social hour was held after
Len,Robertson, installing the installation with punch,
drill leider; Joe Lasater, cake, and mints served to the
installing recorder; Louise guests.
Short, installing musician.
Others present were Mary
The newly installed worthy Shipley, Marilyn Weatheradvisor, Miss Seigler, thanked ford, Marla Alexander, Janice
those who helped her attain Smith, Ricky Smith, Stare
the highest office the Covey, Clara Starks, Claud
By Abigail Van Buren
assembly can offer. She an- Perry, Patricia Caldwell,
nounced her theme as "Live Ginger Perry, and Vera
One Day At A Time;" her Nordhoff.
DEAR ABBY: I never miss your column and believe
flower, carnation; her colors,
The next meeting will be
that more people read Dear Abby than any other part of
blue and green; her scripture, held Tuesday, June 7, at the
the paper.
song, Masonic Hall.
Steven Trevathan of Murray St. Matthew 6:28; her
Here is a thorny question I have never known you to
**Love
Story."
at
the
and now a student
comment on.
Love: Are the millions of unmarried, widowed and University of Louisville
Miss Seigler presented gifts
divorced people supposed to do without it?
Medical School, has been to her installing officers and
We are taught to share everything else, so what is so elected a vice-president of the introduced her mother, Mrs.
wrong with sharing love with some needy person?
American Rachel Seigler, and her
University's
And can you, separate love from sex?
Medical Student Association. brother, Dewey Seigler. Her
M
He and the president, John brother presented her gifts
DEAR M. R.: Sex for sex's sake means anyone will do. McCormick, will represent the from her family which was a
Love is selective. Only a certain somebody can fill a need school at the AMA convention Rainbow Ring. Her grandto be held in June at San parents gave her the rainbow
for love.
The need for "sex" rarely leads to love. but the need for Francisco, Calif.
cake which was served. She
Trevathan is also the newly received a gavel from Mrs. T.
"love" usually leads to sex. Promiscuous love? Si!
Promiscuous sex? No!
of C. McMillen. Susan Cates, the
University
elected
Student outgoing worthy advisor,
Louisville
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago I was depressed for a Representative
the presented her with a gift.
to
period of time, and since I considered myself an American Association of
Mrs. Lasater, mother adenlightened person, I went to a private psychiatrist. He Medical Colleges. He will be
visor, presented Miss Cates,
assured me that there was nothing seriously wrong, that I
dieln't need prolohged treatment, iina—aftefew—More working this summer at the outgoing worthy advisor, with
appointments, he dismissed-me.
-tile sum—and -Murray-ealloway -County- -a Past- worthy---sichlisor's--pin
_
Hospital on the Medical from the assembiy and a
total of my "psychiatric treatment."
Lot
us
gime
pa
Commission personal gift from her.
A year ago I applied for a position. I was asked, "Have,' Education
Mrs. KolArrt Outland
you ever had psychiatric treatment?" Seeing no reason not Orientation, a program for
Those introduced and given
PIMA. 153.30”
to tell the truth, I mentioned my experience
medical students.
a special welcome were
In case you don't know this, there are many government
Mrs. Trevathan, the former Deidra
Folsom, grand
positions(and private ones) that cannot be held by anyone Pamela Corbin, has been representative to Wisconsin;
with a "history" of psychiatric treatment.
accepted into the University of Mrs. Becky Phillips, past
Abby-, a person can be nuttier than a pecan plantation,
Louisville School of Law and grand representative to
but if he's never been to a psychiatrist, he's considered
will begin her studies in the Oregon; Less Robertson, past
mentally stable.
fall
of 1977.
grand representative to
* I'd appreciate your comments.
Tennessee.
STABLE BUT LABELED
Also introduced were Mrs.
DEAR LABELED: There are still in existence a number
Twila Coleman, Mrs. Frances
lb Sop Aim MIR•IN NOS•
of laws, rules, regulations, traditions and precedents that
Churchill, and Mrs. Lora
are unjust, archaic, senseless and plain idiotic.
If a single session tor a hundred) with a psychiatrist
•
makes one a "mental case," then all psychoanalysts are
"mental cases." because in order to become a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
With o purchossi of piercing earrings
psychoanalyst one must himself be psychoanalyzed.
Hendon were hosts for a
Steering clear of a psychiatrist's office does not
$799
dinner in honor of the high
necessarily affirm one's good mintal health. The person
who boasts that he's never been to a psychiatrist can be a
school graduates of the
IRII Professmaol Poynnoi whole you 444 445
lot sicker than those who have.
University Church of Christ on
1001..6 ••••-ellorywon n4444•4 somical .000600
stoonlot. 0.1 peorcolog shook 10•000.01 c•••••4
22.
May
Sunday.
ipadeed teader mpg IS sad or choking. *dor 10
CONFIDENTIAL TO EAGER TO SUCCEED. Sorry,
Attending the dinner were
4144•4
but you will never accomplish what you have in mind if you
nine of the twelve graduates.
MICHEISON'S
Every
continue to wait until you "find the time." No one ever
The Hendons were assisted
' Day
FOUND time for anything He made it.
by Estella Scarborough,
limey
Mabel
4,6
Thurs.
Wilson,
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? Fbr a personal Wilrid
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. Gallagher. and Sue Hoover.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Sex Without Love
A No-No

Trevathan
Is Elected
At Med
School

THIS IS A

clfircome946%,
TOWN!

Hendon Home Is °
Scene Of Dinner

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake _
FOR TUESDAN. JUNE 7, 1977
What kind of day .wiLi more than usual can be
tomorrow be? To find out what achieved. Day will definitely:
the stars say, read the forecast respond to spunk, pulling
given for your birth Sign.
power.
SAGITTARIUS
AVO
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
It's not like you to throw your
ARIES
1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
weight around, demand and
A few delays likely. Also, your command or give ultimatums.
powers of authority may be but such tendencies prevail
challenged. Here is where your now. So
watch your tactics.
quick thinking, acumen and There's no use in alienating
general good judgment will be ethers.
needed.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
!Dec. 22-to Jan. 20)
Apr. 21 to May 21)
against
Stars
warn
• A new approach may be vacillating, changing plans or
to
order
needed in some areas in
projects before they have been
cope with unusual situations but given a fair chance. Be
day, On the whole, stimulates steadfast. Nothing has changed
incentive, can bring ad- since activities were initiated.
vancement.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
(May 22 to June 211
A day for listening well and
Mercury influences ex- voicing honest opinions. Take
cellent! If any of your plans stock of why certain maneuvers
have been. stymied recent!),. and tactics did not succeed in
THIS is the time to try again the past and avoid them now.
Imagination and originalit) PISCES
stimulated.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 )(C.
CANCER
A day in which to get away
(June 22 to July 23)
from routine. New scenes, new
Be circumspect in writirio placei, new people could spark
careful in sigiiing papt -- a brand new interest in your
handling the affairs of (JCricr - life, make it more stimulating.
Accuracy essential!
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
endow& with a brilliant inAtig.-23)
You may find some rea: tellect, an insatiable love Of
values in seemingly unim- knowledge and a warm,
portant offerings. Don't dismiss outgoing personality. Like most
lightly. Neither make changes Geminians, however, you tend
in matters now running to scatter energies, thus often
defeating your own purposes.
smoothly.
Your goals are usually lofty
VIRGO
WP
t"C',
e".k. ones, but you MUST acquire the
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Care needed in tra el. stick-to-it-iveness required to
production, educational mat- attain them. You work better
ters. There's a tendency t)v,ci.rd alone than with others and your
carelessness which could ,,act happiest occupation would be
one which permits your lively
to needless errors.
imagination to stretch its wings.
LIBRA
YThr
You are gifted along many
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Do not become frustr..,•-' -̀• lines, but could especially
r succeed at writing, art, the
over possible delays
theater, music, science, the law
disappointments. With
or education — depending, of
innate
intelligence
course, on your leanings and
ingenuity, you can
education. Birthdate of: Paul
undesirable situations.
Gaugin, - renowned Yrench
SCORPIO
lOct. 24 to Nov. 22) nL#'M"
painter: Dean Martin, sifiger,
film actor: Tom Jones, pop
Fine planetary inflUer
With initiative and enterpr,-, singer •

Your Ears Pierced FREE
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1

- ••

Our Regular
2.00 to 30.00
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-Hurry
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We're Proud Of
You,Band Members
Our community takes great
pride in the accomplishments
of its young people and the
events of the past weekend
have given us cause to again
puff up our chests.
The Murray High School
Marching Band reaped the
rewards of many, many hours
of hard work and practice by
winning the National Marching
at
Championship
Band
Whitewarer, Wis., Saturday
night.
Simple words are not enough
to express the congratulatory
feelings of this community, but
vve do offer our plaudits to the

(

fine group of young people and
the directors of the band.
The national championship is
yet another feather in the cap of
the Murray High music
program and speaks for itself.
Every member of the band
and the band staff has a right to
feel proud and to boast of this
accomplishment.
To quote an American actress, Marie Dressler 18711934):
"Never one thing and seldom
one person can make for a success. It takes a number of them
merging into one perfect
whole.”

EU, OH NOT

Pleasing
The People
VAN CURON
_
inmates--were
-the
how
at
--revulsiorr
By S. C. VAN CURON.
for.
cared
and
housed
FRANXFORT — If you substitute the
Mini-liomes were tried in the 1960s,
'word please for fool in the famous
Gov. Louie B. Nunn then started the
but
Abraham
to
statement accredited
of Oakwood at Somerset.
construction
can
Lincoln, you come up with, "You
$12 million to build this
state
the
cost
It
the
of
part
people
the
of
please some
this period the U. S.
During
facility.
the
of
all
time, but :•ou can't please
Government gave up operation of
people all of the time."
Outwood as a military hospital and the
That statement is applicable to the
was dble to get it at a bargain.
state
controversy brewing around the state's
facilities at Frankfort were
The
at
Outwood,
mentally retarded facility,
and could not admit many
overcrowded
Dawson Springs. At the public hearing
The state also turned
applicants.
group
One
Wednesday,
in Frankfort last
Central State Hospital into a facility for
classified the facility as unfit while the
mentally retarded.
the
other side said services to patients were
this column the first week in May,
In
for
room
rather good, but there is
we reported that the operation cost per
improvement.
at Oakwood had recently
Representative Jerry Kleirer, patient
$66 per day per patient to
from
jumped
Louisville, chairman of the committee
Under the operation of
day.
per
$99
conducting the hearing,seems to prefer
the cost to the state per
Excepticon,
Dawson
at
mini-homes for the retarded
patient at Outwood was $38.15 per day.
Springs, but. he wants to scatter them
Human Resources Secretary Peter
around the state.
said last week that a new contract
Conn
What some of the protestors seemed
drawn for the coming fiscal
been
has
to be saying is that you can put all of the
to operate Outwood
Excepticon
for
year
mentally retarded in one classification.
and tougher"
stringent
"more
with
This argument was used to justify the
with penalties provided.
use of mini-homes.
No one has ever successfully proved
The Mental Health Department tried
that government can operate any
Dale
Dr.
when
experiment
that
facility or any business as cheaply and
Fara bee headed it up, but this proved to
as efficiently as private enterprise.
be a dismal failture. Ideally, it would
Stewart Home School, a private
not
were
work, but ideal conditions
on U. S. 127 between Frankfort
school
found. The idea was for a man and wife
and Lawrenceburg is rated among the
their
in
them
of
three
or
to take two
top four in the United States. It now has
home and take care of them while the
265 patients from 36 states and the
state paid the expense. It just didn't
average daily cost per patient is $21.00,
find
to
work out, for it was impossible
Bronston Redmond said.
Supt.
families willing . and capable of
Several states are now contracting
state
meet
to
service
a
delivering
with private schools to take care of the
standards.
mentally retarded. West Virginia and
Kentucky had an abysmal record of
states pay the total cost in
several
until
caring for the mentally retarded
schools for the mentally
private
Gov. Bert T. Combs doubled the budget
to age 18.
up
retarded
that
Even
1962.
in
for this service
School will not accept
Home
Stewart
wasn't sufficient to bring services up to
the extremely emotionally disturbed.
Kentucky
for
standard
acceptable
an
All of their patients must be able to
had so long ignored these people.
dress themselves,and take care of their
The old buildings at the Frankfort
personal hygiene.
Hospital and Training School, renamed
The Brown School in Texas starts at
from the Feeble Minded Institute, were
per month and goes to $1,500 for
$1,200
part
least
at
Days,
from the Civil War
the emotionally disturbed.
of them.
Kentucky might be better off in the
All categories of retarded persons,
run,to contract with experie'nced
long
from bed patients to the trainable and
operators of private schools. These
educable were housed in these facilities
operators probably would be willing to
on East Main Street.
construct new facilities if they could get
Legislators went on an inspection
a guaranteed long-term contract with
years,
two
every
tour of the facilities
the state. Private enterprise can
during a legislative session, came back
operate more efficiently and cheaper
and
nausea
of
state
a
in
Capitol
to the
than the state can operate the facilities.

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice Presider'

(N

Guide to Medicare." This book has been
completely updated and is written in
easy-to-understand, question-andanswer form. It includes a complete
explanation of Parts A and B, an explanation of reasonable charges and a
sample Medicare claim form with
instructions on how to fill it out.
To order this book, send 81.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am thinking of
making a few big purchases in the near
future, but I will have to finance them. I
do not always use by credit wisely. Can
you give me a few tips in shopping on
credit? N. K.
ANSWER: Here are a few simple
basic rules that should be followed
when shipping on credit.
1. Keep in mind that credit costs
money. Anything you buy on credit will
cost you more than if you pay straight
cash for the item.
2. Shop around fpr your credit and
buy it at the most economical place
whether it is at your bank, credit union
or is financed through the store where
you are making the purchase.
3. Do not extend your credit.
4. Insist on a written statement from
the salesperson showing you all
. charges plus the cash cost before you
decide on buying.
5. Keep receipts of your payments.
6. Have the courage to say NO if the
purchase is too expensive.

Anxiety About 'Ghost'Surgery

Letter To l'he Editor

Thanks

By FJL Blasmgame, MD
practiced and is a rarity in a
well-operated modern
hospital, and it is looked upon
Ws sufficient grounds to., withroom
operating
draw
privileges fr.gm a particular
surgeon. •The circumstallceS
would be that the welfare of
the patient justified that
another surgeon take over,
such as should the opecating
surgeon become ill during the
surgery. An occurrence of this
sort would be unusual.
Such reports may arise
from a lack of understanding
on the part of a patient or his
modern
Most
family.
operations are done by a team
of several physicians.
and
"opening"
l'he

One of the best things that's happened
recently was the announcement by the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration that it was making
major changes in its rulemaking, inspection and enforcement policies.
Under the new program, OSHA will
reduce its preoccupation with what
Assistant Secretary of Labor Ula
Bingham calls "nitpicking" regulations
and inspections of nonhazardous
businesses.
Instead, its new emphasis will be on
health hazards and increased inspections of hazardous, high-risk industries.
This change of policy is coming none
too soon for our nation's Capitol, according to published reports.
Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla., invited OSHA inspectors to. see how the
working conditions for members of
Congress and their staffs would fare
under the standards OSHA applies to
private industry.
"We fared badly, very badly," Jones
said.
"My office as well as the entire
Cannon House Office Building would
have suffered a fate now well known to
America's businessmen: a long letter
listing viOlations to be corrected plus
dollar fines," Jones added,
Among the hazards found by OSHA

EARTLINE

Let's Stay Well

Q: Mrs. F.' I,. writes that she
was amazed and concerned
when she viewed a recent
television show on ghost
surgery. She wants to know
how prevalent such a practice
IS and how tan she be assured
that she will not have ghost
surgery done on her when she
has abdominal surgery in a
few weeks
A: When surgery is performed by someone other than
the designated surgeon and
when this is done without the
knowledge and consent of the
patient, the procedure is
refer red to as "ghost''
surgery.
Such an occurrence is not

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

United States Industrial Council

HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTEINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will recehe
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband is 66
years old and he has been on Medicare
for the last year. Recently, he underwent some tests at the doctor and
found out that he had cancer. The
doctor has prescribed chemotherapy
treatments for him. Will these be
covered under Medicare? N. C.
ANSWER: Yes, Chemotherapy
treatments for cancer are a covered
service under Medicare and it will help
in paying the bill.
When submitting your bill for the
treatments, indicate the name and
dosage of the drug used as well as the
method by which it was administered (intramuscular or entravenous). The
billing should show one charge including the drug and professional
"'
service.
For people who are on Medicare.
Heartline has developed "Heartline's

"closing" of the incision,
usually on routine work, may
be done by an assistant
surgeon, with the more
critical part of the operation
carried out by the surgeon.
The astistants *often first,
second, and even a third)
perform useful and necessary
work, such as providing the
needed,''exposure" by proper
retraction, helping the clamp
the "bleeders" and cutting the
ligatures after the vessels
have been tied off.
Such division of work helps
to avoid unnecessary fatigue,
especially in long operations
that, may last for several
hours.
The anesthetic usually is

under the care of an
anesthetist, who monitors the
blood pressure, pulse and
other vital signs for the
operating surgeon. Operating
room nurses play a vital role
in furnishing the appropriate
instruments and
other
materials to the surgeon when
he needs them.
If
u are not a regular
patient of your surgeon and
don't know him well, and if
you have any anxiety about
ghost surgery, you should
discuss this carefully with film
to be assured that he will
perform Your 'operation, at
least the essential, critical
parts of it.
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The Editor's
Notebook

Sensing The \eles

TODAY'S TOPIC- ACTION AGAINST PORN
HARRIGAN
That America has lawyers and
molesting we've ever made out here,
writers urging that pornography be
the guy's has this material."
tolerated is an indictment of our sense
Every community should become
of values. It shows that the concept of
aware of the profound moral threat
tolerance has been stretched to absurd
used by pornography. A good place for
and destructive lengths.
,ininunity groups and officials to
Pornography is a terrible social evil
hem is by reading a brilliant article on
in our country today. Printed and
pornography entitled "A Parent's Case
filmed material is invading every
4ainst Porn" published in the May 16
community and assaulting civilized
National Observer.
values. Men, women, and children an
The author, Prof. William Stanmeyer
being exploited in the worst possible
of-theindiana University School of Law
ways.
- Indianapolis, says in his article that
The Washington Evening Star
to remove all legal control of porrecently documented the horrors
hidgrophy is to teach the young that
created by the smut peddlers — a $}
tEleir elders do not know right from
billion operation that abuses young
wrong; that we do not -care how our
children. The materials are so
\()Ling entertain — that is, educate —
distasteful that the news media are
themselves; that civilization and
reluctant to discuss what is being
barbarism is the same."produced. But,in general, it consists of
Prof. Stanmeyer points out that some
pictures and -descriptions of young
people say the best way to deal with
children having sex with adults.
pornography is to let it run its course.
"Unfettered by regulation," the Star
He asks: "Why should parents have to
reported, that "Pornography has
let their children's moral environment
grown more varied and efforts to
get so corrupt that by comparison
control it have failed. That is due to
Sodom and Gomorrah resemble a
confusing obscenity statutes and to the
Trappist monastery?"
fight by such groups as the American
Finally, Prof. Stanmeyer concludes:
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) which
The salient issue is, May we draw a
believes censorship of such material
legal line somewhere? Or must we
violates the First Amendment
draw no lines? Must we tolerate
protecting free speech.
everything, no matter how depraved,
It is shocking that the ACLU and
how sick? The public's anwer
similar-gcoups would defend the.smut --will draw alirre,.because we have the-peddlers. As the Star pointed out,lhe7 right to rear decent children in a decent
porn dealers trade in sexual exsociety; and- children or no decent
ploitation of children as young as eight
adults have a right to a decent society.
years ord. The Star reporter said that
And the public is right."
"child porn in the past year or so has
This is the right basis for community
moved into the adult bookstores and
action
against the smut-peddlers. Prof.
porno mail order houses largely unStanmeyer is correct in asserting that
laws,"
molested by the
decent citizens have a moral,
Special police investigative units are
philosophical and constitutional right to
needed to deal with this filthy traffic. a decent society in which depraved
One cheering development is that the
perverted persons don't set the cultural
National District Attorneys' Assn. has
tone and corrupt the community.
of
force
formed a nationwide task
It is to be hoped that a nationwide
district attorneys to come to grips with effort against porn soon will be unthe "kidporn" threat. Lloyd Martin, derway. What's at stake in this struggle
head of a Los Angeles Police Dept. unit against filth is the survival of civilized
that deals with sexual exploitation of
communities.
children, says that "Every case of child

OPINION PAGE

Dear Editor:
Without the help of you and your
organization, the Old Fashioned
Summer Festival held on Court Square,
May 27th and 28th would not have been
such a tremendous success. Your effort
and hard work was greatly appreciated
and helped turn an idea into a reality.
The generous cooperation of
everyone, or. this and other occasions,
make our community a better place in
which to live.
On behalf of the Downtown Retail
THANK
Merchants' Association
YOU!
Sincerely,
George Hodge
President
Downtown Retail Merchants'
Association

was a lack of handrails on the broad
stairways leading into the Capitol.
"Any stairway over 44 inches in width
must have a handrail so people can
negotiate the steps safely," Jones said.
"The Capitol's steps, with their width,
need several handrails to be in compliance."
The inspectors also found that a file
drawer in Jones' office opened over a
staff member's seat. The inspectors
recommended the staff member be
required to weara hard hat.
Jones applauded the recent announcement that OSHA would concentrate on major hazards rather than
citing what many private businessmen
consider minor infractions.
0+0
Local artists and photographers have
been invited to compete for $4,000 in
cash and purchase awards in
Exhibition 280, sponsored by the
Huntington Galleries in Huntington, W.
Va.
Exhibition dates are September 25
through October 30.
Copies of the exhibition prospectus
and official entry forms are available
by writing: Exhibition 280, Huntington
Galleries, Park Hills, Huntington, W.
_
Va. 25701 or by.calling 304-529-2701.
0-1-0
Diplomacy-is- the art of permitting'
someone else to do it your way.

Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
This article is being directed toward viving pup. These other pups were
the
the person who dropped some part- obviously hit by cars speeding down
back
unnoticed
knocked
were
and
road
German Sharphard puppies, about five
weeks old, near the Murray City into the brush to die. Sickened by what
Cemetery on Chestnut Street sometime they had seen, the girls took the one
president
around May 24. We don't know who you surviving pup to Keith Heim,
are and probably won't ever know, but of the Humane Society. He made
we wanted to tell you what happened to arrangements for the pup to be boarded
the pups after you so callously aban- in a foster home.
The next day the foster home
doned them.
discovered that the pup had
volunteer
Late evening on May 24, while driving
past the cemetery,some girls noticed a also apparently been injured by a car
small, dark body hovering in the brush because she noticed a small infected
alongside the road. They stopped and cut on one of its hind legs near its tail.
discovered that it was a tiny puppy that She gently touched the area to examine
was apparently sick. It was weak and it more closely when to her horror a
could hardly stand at all. Its fur was large chunk of skin came off in her
dirty and matted and it smelled bad. hand. On the leg in the place where the
They gently picked it up and began skin had been was a huge mass of
searching through the weeds in case maggots in a constant work as they
there were others. Sometimes, when slowly ate the pup's flesh. There was a
pups are abandoned like this the whole horrible rotting smell coming from the
wound. Not knowing what else to do,
litter is dumped together.
The girls found six little bodies she called Eva Crank, a member of the
strewn a short distance from the sur- Humane Society,for help.
Eva advised her to bring the pup over
to her home while she tried to get in
touch with a vet. Since the Warner
Animal Clinic was already closed for
Wrather,
Felix C. Perrin, Yandall
the day, Eva tried to reach Dr. Warner
John Clendenon, Maurice Humphrey,
at home. He was-not in at that time so
and Frank Anderson, Wayne Williams,
left word for him to return her call
she
and Ferrell Miller will attend the third
as soon as he got home. In the meanannual convention of the Kentucky
time, she tried to do what she could for
Council of Chapters of the Soil Conthe pup which by now had arrived. The
vention Society of America at Murray
home volunteer had been in tears
foster
10.
and
9
State University on June
Deaths reported include Euin when she brought the pup. She softly
said goodbye to it and quickly left.
Carraway, age 82, Mrs. Bonnie Sue
Eva took the pup inside and placed it
Becks, age 41, goger Bruce Pitt, age 14,
in a box on top of a clean towel. She
Mrs. Onie Paschall Humphreys,age 86,
went to the kitchen to get some warm
and Mrs. Dona Byars,age 78.
to
to
Ted Ford Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. water try wash the maggots away
leg
from
the
when she heard the pup
Tulane
from
Dick Sykes, graduated
groan. Rushing back to the box,she saw
Medical Scheol, New Orleans, La., on
May 28. He will do his internship at a the dying puppy in a convulsion,
quivering and foaming at the mouth, its
hospital at New Orleans, La.
legs beating against the side of the box.
Ensign Thomas E. Steele USNR,son
it
of Mrs. Louise Steele, was graduated Then died.
To a person who drops animals, this
from the basic Naval Aviation Officers
sad story would probably have no efSchool at the Naval Air Academy,
fect. He would not be moved to tears
Pensacola,Fla.
nor would he lose any sleep over it. He
probably wouldn't feel one ounce of pity
for the pup who suffered so horribly"
before it finally died nor for its brothers
*The rebuilding of the First Christian and sisters,who were killed by cars, one
Church which was damaged by fire on by one. But we wanted to tell our story
November 17, 1956, has begun, ac- in hopes that those who do feel comcording to the pastcr, the Rev. Howard passion for animals will join us in our
Nichols.
fight against the ones who don't.
•
Deaths reported include Mrs. Juanita
If you have any comments on the
Knight,age 52.
articles presented in this column or
Bobbie R. Grogan, Murray Area would like to submit articles or
ideas,
Supervisor of the Vocational please write the Humane
Society of
Agriculture'Education, has been ap- Calloway County, P. 0.
Box 2934,
pointed Field Secretary to the Ken- University Station, Murray,
Kentucky
tucky State Medical Association and 42971.
Louisville
of
the
out
working
be
will
headquarters.'
Barber Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wirray Ledger & Times
Carmen Rogers, will graduate from the
University of Louisville Dental School
The Murray ledger & Times ts published
on June 9.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Miss Judith Ann Waldrop and Robert
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St. Murray.
Key Overbey were married June 2 at
K!, .
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
the Union Grove Church of Christ.

of
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20 Years Ago

Bible Thought
The zeal of the Lord of hosts will
perform this. Isaiah 9:7.
Little villages and the nations of
the world are ruled by God When
evil men forget this, people suffer
until iustice is restored

42071.
SUBSCRIFTION RATES In areas served by
carriers. $2.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Parts. Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per
year By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
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NOSPITAL. NEWS

I

Big Beautiful Bargains

05-29-77
ADULTS 109
NURSERY 04
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Grace Mother
Barbara Rt. 3, Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Deborah J. Madden
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tn., Miss Lone B. Weaver,
1203 Olive, Murray, Jason L.
Carson, Rt. 1, Bx. 238,
Kirksey, Lynda G. Donelson,
Rt. 6, Murray, Tracy J. A.
Turner, 228 No. 5, Mayfield,
Miss Sharelene J. Humble,
Bx. 731 Big Sandy, Tn., Mrs.
Steve 0. Chadwick, Bx. CR-5,
New Concord, Patricia A.
Thorn, Rt. 5, Murray, Euel
Atkins, 1701 Melrose, Murray,
Hatton P. Lovins, No. 70 Hales,
Tr. Ct., Murray, Marvin L.
Cothran, Rt. 3, Bx. 326-B,
Murray, Mrs. Vernie Howard,
1415 Vine, Murray, Mrs. Eva
D. Earhart, Rt. 2, Bx. 313
Dover, 'fn.

Ms. Kimbrough
To Take Over
PI Position
FRANKFORT — Randy
Lowe Kimbrough of Bowling
Green will assume the duties
of assistant superintendent of
public instruction when Don C.
Bale, who has held the position
since 1956, retires June 30.
has
Kimbrough,
who
worked. in Kentucky's school
systems ...since 1959,,is
eurrently. tEe Supci visor df
.Instruction and Director of
Title I, a federallYlfunded
program, for tbe Bowling
Green Indeperident school
district.
As assistant 'superintendent
of the Bureau of Instruction in
Kentucky's Department of
Education, she will head the

Central Shopping Cntr.

... on quality appliances, sporting
goods, and much more ...
RIGHT NOW... at Roses

Great Americar
Food Makers

=the
Handle

Prices Good Wed. June 8 Only

WED. ONLY

from

Presto®

-

Kodak's newest, lowest
priced instant camera.
The Handle TM features built-in handgrip, automatic flash, electronic
shutter, 2-element lens, red lowlight flash signal and more.
A97
Kodak Instant PR-10 Film.
•

HOT DOGGER"
Cooks 1 to 5 hot dogs from
the inside out in just 60
seconds. An electric appliance from Presto® Great
for students, singles or
couples.

97

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
eeeee,

r

PRESTO BURGER"

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

LAWN CHAIRS

The original Presto Burger TM
hamburger cooker. Broils a
delicious extra juicy hamburger in about a mintite.
Perfect gift for couples,
singles, anyone.

COTTON/DOUBLE KNIT

AMBASSADEUR REEL

ALUMINUM

$399

3997

MATERIAL
Many Yards &
Colors To Choose From

Fast-retrieve reel with two sets of brakes, adjustable star drag, thumb-controlled spool and 4 7
to I retrieve ratio

Reg 4 4

50°
797

FOOD CANNER
and PRESERVER
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Large '21 1/7-quart pot with
matching lid and rack for
seven jars. Use for perserving or canning.

Randy Lowe Kimbrough
divisions which accredit
schools, develop program
curriculum, select textbooks
and educate and certify
teachers, among other activities.
Kimbrough believes there
have been vast improvements
in Kentucky's educational
system over the years. "Instructional programs have
improved a grat deal," she
said.
When I first began
teaching, the instruction did
not include many areas 'important to a child's life that
are now included — career
education, consumer
education.
"Emphasis should be on the
basics, but there must also be
more than the basics taught.
We must teach children to
choose their careers and to be
wise consumers and I believe
such areas can be tied in with
the basics," she said.
Kimbrough worked as a
teacher and director of pupil
personnel before she Assumed
her position as supervisor of
instruction in Bowling Green.
Dr. James B. Graham,
Superintendent of Public
" Instruction, spoke of Kimbrough as "a most capable
person with a good perspective in education , and
oriented to the tom district.''
educational
her
Of
philosophy, Kinibrough said,
"I would like co see Kentucky
provide the very best
educational opportunities
possible to every boy and girl,
'to allow them to achieve to
theirthaximum and to do all
that they have the ability to
do."
The Russian Mission, Alaska,
settlement became the site of
the first Yukon trading post of
the Russian-American Company in 1837, says National Ge,ographic.

',
0s1 mill
It
2
maa
,
e, ,.'en.s nose
prates Per
bet

93

ECS.PPeod wee swinging
pelfhandle pounng
and bac* handle
easy

8"

Can be Jse.-1 a taancnef
macar,,,
, .

nd 'is

OUTDOOR STEEL CHAIR
JAR LIDS
.

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

II

Box99
12 Per Box

711-Var
92.

FANTASTIK
CLEANER
PRICE

n

e
,
d

handle and Curred
PES holdfng

PEAT
HUMUS

Special Good Wednesday Only

40 Lb. Hag

SPANISH PEANUTS
.

Bathroom Cleaner from Texize• Cleans
deodorizes and disinfects Net weight 1 7
ounces

ROES
SPECIAL
PRICE

na,•-•

Rek; 1
4

2"

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

,,
ead pred.st.
Easy IC ,
2 cup caPac",

ROSES
SPECIAL

Colander

en awl
, wide mOuM
4',

ROSES 66c
SPECIAL
PRICE

Choice of 2 Vegs.
Hot Rolls, Butter, Coffee or
$
Ice Tea.
Only

Al altareraan 0(4 ere, ItA
'we've quart capaoty WI
cludes snug trtirsj iS NW
safe handers

3
24

Fruit Jar
Funnels

Measuring
Cups

CHICKEN &
DUMPLINGS

Ic

e

MASON
Attractive heavyduty outdoor steel
chair that lasts and
for
new
looks
years. Rust-resistant. In green, red or
yellow.

12-QT. POT
66

KETTLE

BLANCHER

5

FOOD MILL
.

Dish Pans
n‘s to, easy ner•denc
Lary. ,
quirt cactquly

4,
HOMELITE XL

CHAIN SAW

88
Reg 840066"

4
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Outland-Jackson Lose Heartbreaker In Doubles Finals

Purcell Sensational In
Romping To State Crown
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championship in
state
first
got-his
finaNy
Mel
Purcell
but
STATE CHAMP—It took tined- tires
the Kentucky State High School Tennis Tournament as he won the singles crown Saturday by ripping Mark Alvarez 6-2 and 6-0. Purcell will soon make final his choice for college as he is expected to sign a tennis scholarship at any time.
•
•
•
0-.1•

Nets Sign Renee Richards To
World Team Tennis Contract
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ST ' • LOUIS fkP) —
Moments after news broke
that the-Pittsburgh-Cleveland
Nets .of World Team Tennis
had signed. Renee Richards,
the phone began ringing its
head off in the WIT
headcluarters here.
"They are still ringing. I
have hardly had time to
breathe," said Earl "Butch"
Buchholtz, new commissioner
of the revolutionary court
circuit which aims at putting
tennis on a franchise community level with football,
basketball and hockey.
This is the first. hot potato'
he's handled since he tookt
over the reins at the start of
the season. It's hot enough to
burn your fingers.
"I got scared at first," said
Buchholtz, a 36-year-old
former Davis Cup player,

Murray State To Host
Two Basketball Camps
A basketball school for boys in grades 1-4 and a basketball
camp for boys in grades 5-11 have been scheduled at Murray
State University. The school will be from June 13-18, the
camp from June 19-25. Murray State basketball coach Fred
Overton and assistants Jim Calvin and Bob Ward will conduct the school. Overton is director of the camp and athletic
director Cal Luther is assistant director.
The school for first-to-fourth-graders will be in the Murray
State Sports Arena and two sessions are scheduled each day.
The first session,for first and second graders will be from 810 a.m. The second cession, for third and fourth graders, will
be from 10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Threamp far fifth-to-eleventh graders will,stress offensiys
—as will be ff•
and defensive fundameiTals. In addition, ciartip
volved in lectures, film study, play situations, and daily intra-camp team and individual competition. Campers will live
in MSU dormitories and will-have meals in MSU's Winslow
Cafeteria. They may also live off campus with parents or
relatives.
More than 100 persons have already enrolled in the camp
and more than 60 in the school. However, applications will be
accepted for both until the sessions begin. Others interested
in enrolling should call Coach Overton at(502) 762-6804 or the
MSU Continuing Education Office at 502)762-4150.
Registration for the school will be at the first session.
Registration for the camp will be at Richmond Hall, June 19,
from 1-5 p.m.,

to win the state doubles title.
But the singles title.. . that's
been a little different.
As a freshman, Purcell, a
heavy underdog, lost to Gary
Hock,one of the finest players
in the nation. Then as a
sophomore and junior, Purcell
lost to St. Xavier's Mark
Buechler, who now plays with
Clemson of the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
This time, there was no
doubt about who was going to
win it. As a matter of fact, the
road to easy victory was set
Friday when Purcell's first
opponent defaulted.
Also on Friday, Purcell won
6-0 and 6-1 over John Watson
of Richmond Model to advance into the semifinal
match Saturday morning
against Waggener's Whit
Jones and Purcell proceeded
to humiliate Jones love and
one.
In the championship match,
Alvarez had high hopes of
beating Purcell.
For in the semifinals,
Alvarez had knocked off *lark
Behr of Central 6-2 and 7-6 to
gain revenge for a loss last
week in the Regional Tournament finals.
Alvarez trailed 4-2 before
won the- nese—eight
games in less than 30 minutes
to gain the state-title.
Purcell said he would have
liked to have blanked
Alavarez in both sets.
Alvarez said Purcell's
forehand "is the best in the
nation and the Army ought to
'Use it as a lethal weapon."
• While Purcell was winning
the singles, the Murray High
duo of Candy Jackson and
Kathy Outland were not far

away and were involved in the
best 111184‘11 of the tourney.
Outland and Jackson were
seeded second in the tourney
behind the top-seeded pair of
Nina Leigh Howard and
Laurie Montgomery of Sacred
Heart.
Howard-Montgomery won
the first set 6-3 but in the
second set, lost 6-4 to Outland
and Jackson.
In the third set, it was tied
after 12 games and went into a
best-of-nine, tie-breaker.
Howard just happened to get
her raquet on the ball which
caroomed off at a funny angle
and the 4-4 tie in the tiebreaker was snapped and
Outland-Jackson had to settle
for second place.
In the other championship
matches Saturday, Beverly
Ramser of Presentation

coasted to an easy 6-0, 6-0 win
in the finals over Amy
Dougherty of Sacred Heart.
The boys' doubles championship match found the
Ballard duo of George Moorin
and Larry Kline winning 7-6, 26 and 7-5 over the Central duo
of Lynn Bybee and Robby
Urbach.
As for Purcell, now that his
high school tennis career is
over, it's on to college.
Last week, he had his
choices narrowed to the
University of Texas and
Memphis State and the announcement of the signing
should come within the next
day or two.
This week, Purcell will be in
Jackson, Tn., along with his
father who is conducting the
Bennie Purcell Midsouth
Tennis Camp.

s orts
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Campbell Bites Hand
That-Used To Feed Him

thrie
teAsking!
Free for w

Astros, Mets
Grab Wins In
Pony League

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Sincere
Appreciation

The money to improve your home
is right under your roof.

I wish to express my sincere appreciation to
the voters that supported and worked so faithfully for me.
To all the voters, my family and I say
thanks for the courtesy shown us.

Everyday loans for
F.Tx'iccI:1 everyday living.

Bill Bailey
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Vilas Wins French Open,
May Be Wimbledon Threat

A month ago Gottfried,from
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
dergoing a sex change, took
AP Sports Writer
the IOC test over the weekend.
PARIS (AP) — For tennis managed to win only six
The result tan be excted
star; it's "au revoir" to the games against Vilas in the
••momentarily. • •
vouris-ef-Peris-azwi-asolo ..-calistacit &humiliating/Intl
"I spoke to Chris Evert
the green, green grass of Cup defeat.
"I thought he could never
about it," Buchholtz said.
England. Wimbledon is two
play better than that," Got'Chris agreed- if she passes
-weeks away.
the test there should be no
Guillermo Vitas, Argen- tfried said. "But he did play
problem, no boycott. I also
tinian superstar who tore better in this Match.
powerless.
was
"I
talked to Betty Stove, the
Brian Gottfried to pieces in
president of the Women's
the final of the French Everything I tried, lie did
Tennis Association. She
Championships Sunday, something better."
The entry list in Paris was a
agreed with Chris.
immediately became a
below the standard of
little
"People from all over the
Jimmy
favorite to challenge
country have been calling to
Connors, Bjorn Borg and past years. Many stars,
find out what the status is. The
Roscoe Tanner at Wimbledon. particularly women, were tied
various team owners have
"I really don't know," Vitas up in World Team Tennis, and
shown a lot of interest and
said. "I have not begun to others preferred to bypass
anxiety."
think of Wimbledon. We must Paris and prepare for Wimbledon elsewhere.
Women's Tennis
The
wait and see.
Yet a total of 162,002 people
Association has been adamant
"We have said all alongthat
watched the two-week tourin barring Renee from its
1978 is to be my year."
major tour, the Virginia
By "we," Vitas meant nament, an increase of nearly
Slims. The tall transsexual,
himself and Ion Tiriac,former 30,000 over last year.
however, has played in the
Romanian Davis Cupper and
Vitas won a first prize of
satellite Lionel Cup events,
onetime doubles partner of
He won the Masters
$38,000.
pairing with Billie Jean King
Ilie Nastase, who manages
Tournament in 1974, but this
in doubles.
and coaches Vitas.
Renee entered the Italian
Vitas' win over Gottfried on was his first success in one of
•
inand French Championships as
the center court of Roland the traditional Big Five
ips.
championsh
ternational
well as Wimbledon this year.
and
wind
in
Garros Stadium,
She reportedly did not pass
most He had previously lost in the
the
was
rain,
prescribed tests in Rome and
devastating affair Parisians finals of the French,
Paris, and did not play.
have seen in years. The Australian and Italian opens.
A new women's champion
Renee passed an Olympicif I wasn't playing.
elegant left-hander, hitting
crowned, 20-year-old
was
type test earlier this year in
"So I went on to Atlanta."
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It's surprising that Renee
halted play. It was all over in a
decision — and his critical
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play on the par-five holes — Richards should be such a
42 years of age,
pitching of Adrian Devine and that is a short talent in the East European
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in
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two-hit
of
innings
three hits while Tim
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save
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Thurman
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recording
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Mike
McAlister,
in the opening inning, his ninth
Darren Hooper all had two season.
homer of the year. Carlos May
hits. Also hitting safely were
Campbell's heroics gave and Reggie Jackson hit twoCalvin,
Shane Phillips, Kevin
Reggie Cleveland his fourth
home runs and Graig
Rich Rollins, Darwin Bumphis victory in seven decisions. run
Bucky Dent and
Nettles,
Thompson.
and Donnie
George Scott drove in the Red George Zeber added solo
McAlister had the game's Sox' first run with a single in
shots: Zeber's homer was his
only homerun.
the sixth. It was his 1,700th first in the major leagues.
For the Phillies, Eddie career hit.
Dick Ticirow, 5-2, gained the
Rhodes, Robin Roberts and
for New York and
victory
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each
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save.
Rogers fanned 11 and walked
nest egg you may have overlooked the equity you've built up in your home.
a
winning streak
Well try to arrange a CIT Homeowner Loan based on that equity. %tit h mom hit
seven as he hurled the Astros Red Sox right fielder Dwight five-game
this
learn
snapped.
will
week
Evans
Indians.
paymertts customized to your budget. Come in and let us show sou how to make
to a 7-2 win over the
Blue Jays.7, A's 3
your equity work fors you.
The Astros stole .f6 bases in whether he can rejoin the
rookie Garvin, 7-3,
to
on
go
Toronto
or
forced
be
soon
team
.
the gime.
bested Blue, 3-7, with fold,
For the Astros, Eddie the disabled list.
Evans returned home last innings of sparkling shutout
Requarth, Walter Payne,
from Jerry Johnson'.
Kelly Rogers and Mark Ails week after a Minnesota relief
his right Otto Velez slammed two home
had one hit apiece. For the physician examined
and Doug Ault hit a threeIndians, Charlie Santagado, leg and ativised rest. He runs
in support of Garvin.
shot
in
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pulled
a
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the
run
Jeff Graves and Gil Capote all
Rangers 7, Brewers6
a
during
night
leg
Wednesday
Southside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 753-6702
had one hit.
Tom Grieve's homer and
Paid for by Bill Bailey
( ,mpan)
'‘"
Two games will be played in game against the Texas
Rangers.
two RBI and the one-hit relief
the league tonight.

already well established in the
business as proprietor of two
classy- eltibs.and conductor Of
widespreactcoaching camps.
_"I was afraid that whatever
action I took would be
misinterpreted. If we refused
to accept her, we could be
accused of bias and shortsightedness. If we took her in,
people might say we are
trying to promote WIT
through burlesque.
"So I told Joe Zingale
(owner of the ClevelandPittsburgh franchise) that if
Renee passed the International Olympic Committee
chromosome test I would okay
it. If she can play at Wimbledon, she should be 'permitted to play WTT."
Miss Richards, who as eyespecialist Richard Raskind
was a ranking Eastern player
in the men's 35-and-over
tournaments before un-

Weiskopf Fires Final Round 70
In Kemper, Ends Long Drought
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) —
Experience was the key to his
victory in the Kemper Open
Golf Tournament, Tom
Weiskopf said. 4 regained
putting touch brought him
through the multiple-man
scramble.
But wife Jeanne deserves a
large part of the credit, too.
"I was really down after my
disappointing, discouraging
finish in the Memorial
Tournament in my home
town," Weiskopf said Sunday
after a final-round 70 had
broken a two-year victory
drought.
"I just wanted to get away
from tournament golf for a
while. I hadn't won in two
years. I was playing bad. It
wasn't any fun. I was confused
and angry. I didn't know what
to do.
"I just wanted to get away
for a while and not play and
try to get things worked out.
''My wife told me I was like
a• rookie trying to win his first
one. She told me I had to stick
with it. She said I was the only
one who could make it happen,
and I couldn't make it happen

Anything that is traveling buiAing him up.
Alvarez was built up all
120 miles per hour either has a
lot of wind behind it or is right, built up for a fall and he
shattered worse than Humptycreating a lot of wind.
Ipty.
The way Mel Purcell figures
Purcell mopped Alvarez 6-2
it, the stories he'd been
reading about the 10 mile per and 6-0. in the finals of the
hour serve of Louisville singles to claim the chamTrinity's Mark Alvarez must pionship in the Kentucky State
have had a lot of wind behind High School Tennis Tournanoint Saturday.
them.
Since the fifth grade,
Whether it was wishful
thinking or simply under- Purcell has made his annual
rating Purcell, the press in mecca to the State TourLouisville had been patting. nanient. Twice, he teamed
their local boy on'the back and with his brother, Del Purcell,
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Hough Not In Top Form But
Gets Save, Mets Sweep PhiIs
and 11th homers ofthe season winning run in the 10th inning
to take over the team lead on a bases-loaded wild pitch
by reliever Tom Underwood to
with 37 runs batted in.
give New York its first-game
Expos 7, Cardinals 5
Montreal's Sam Mejias victory over Philadelphia.
Dave Kingman's three-run
slugged a pinch-hit home run
to lead off the seventh inning homer in the fourth inning
and break a 5-5 tie. Mejias, enabled the Mets to defeat the
acquired by the Expos from Phillies in the second game
St. Louis last November, hit and record their first
The usually reliable pitcher his first major league homer doubleheader sweep this
was uncommonly erratic pinchhitting for pitcher Don season.
Sunday, twice walking the Stanhouse. Stanhouse got the
Pirates 5, Cubs 4
bases loaded in the final two victory in relief of Santo
Bill Robinson and Willie
innings. But just as he dug Alcala.
• Stargell drove in two runs
himself into holes, he quickly
Giants 10, Braves 9
each to lead Pittsburgh over
to
preserve
out
dug himself
Bill Madlock smashed a
the Dodgers' 4-2 victory over two-run double and Derrel Chicago in a game that included three rain delays
Vie San Diego Padres.
Thomas hit a pair of sacrifice
totaling nearly four hours.
an
took
Francisco
San
as
wildness,
flies
Hough, for all his
The game, which began
didn't give up a hit while early seven-run lead and held before a Jacket Day crowd of
gaining his 15th save of the on to beat Atlanta.
51,580 and ended about six
season.
The Giants hammered out hours later before a few
Reds 14, Astros 4
an 8-1 lead in the first three thousand soaked fans, moved
Johnny Bench drove in five innings. But Atlanta jumped Pittsburgh within one-half
runs with two homers and Joe into contention with a five-run game of first place Chicago in
Morgan had a three-run blast, rally in the seventh, featuring the National League East.
The victory went to Pirate
powering unbeaten Gary a grand-slam homer by rookie
Nolan and Cincinnati over Barry Bonne11, his first homer rookie Odell Jones, who made
his first major league start
Houston. Bench, who entered in the major leagues.
and got relief help from Kent
th game with a .227. batting
Mets 6-3, Phillies 5-2
saga-t.ve andRiA Gos,
.
--Tejs

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Charlie Hough huffed and he
puffed, but he wasn't exactly
blowing San Diego batters
down. A struggle it was, but
the Los Angeles reliever
managed to preserve a victory
for Doug Rau.

•

•

Trailblazers Edge 76ers To
Capture Championship Of NM
By BOB BAUM
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND (AP) — The
Pacific Northwest is known
for rain and clean air. Now,
it's also known .for the best
basketball played anywhere.
The Portland Trail Blazers,
who until this year had never
had a winning season,claimed
the National Basketball
Association title Sunday with
a hairraising 109-107 victory
over the Philadelphia 76ers.
"We had a whole lot of fun,"
grinned Blazer team captain
Bill Walton, who was named
the series' Most Valuable
Player after he scored 20
points, grabbed 23 rebounds
and blocked eight shots in the
victory."I feel good all over."
When the buzzer sounded,
'Walton, who suffered through
two injury-plagued seasons
and considerable criticism
before leading his team to this
championship, Tipped the No.
4 jersey from his back • and
liprled it into the crowd.
The Blazers had dropped the
first two games of the best-ofseven championship series,
then won four in a row to win
the title. Sunday's contest was
the only game that was close.
Portland led by as many as
15 points, but the Sixers
repeatedly challenged the
Blazers. They nearly caught
them at the finish.

good omen," said exhausted
Philadelphia Coach Gene
Shue. •'It was a tough game."
The tenseness of the game
evaporated in the euphoria of
the post-game Portland
dressing room, where guard
Dave " Twardzik jokingly
dumped beer down the shorts
of Walton and Lionel Hollins
as they were being interviewed on television.
Champagne flowed freely
and so did compliments.
"I'm a very good friend of
everybody on this team,"
Gross said. "I can say
anything I want to any of
them. You can't say that about
very many teams."
"They play team ball, unselfish ball. They are the
embodiment of the best in
professional basketball," said
team
champagne-drenched
owner Larry Weinberg.

While Erving grabbed his
usual place in the spotlight by
sinking 17 of 29 field goal tries
from a variety of angles,
Gross — the man who was
guarding him — hit 12 of 16
field goal attempts and
grabbed five timely offensive
rebounds.
Gross wound up with 24
points, tops for the Blazers,
and he said after the game
that Erving relaxed on
deferip and became tired
because he played nearly the
entire game.
"I really don't think he was
concentrating on me on
defense," Gross said, "and
there's no way he can run up
and down the court with me
for 48 minutes and not get
tired."
In the final game, it was the

Earn Cards

play of Po.Ftand's guards —
particularly Hollins — and the
team's rugged superiority on
the backboards that made the
difference.
Hollins scored 20 points,
including several key baskets
in the final quarter. Portland
outrebounded the Sixers, 5947.
Still, Philadelphia needed
just one basket at the end to
send the game into overtime.
"We almost did it," said
McGinnis, who hit 12 of 23 field
goal attempts, scored n
points and grabbed 16
rebounds. "We fought back. It
was a great ball game,a great
finish, the best game of the
series."
But, he added, "We would

have liked to see the guards
get more involved."
Philadelphia guard Doug
Collins, the team's secondleading scorer through the
playoffs, hit just 3-of-9 from
the field for six points. Uoyd
Free, who came off the bench
to replace Collins, was 0-for-6
from the field. •
When NBA Commissioner
Lawrence O'Brien presented
the championship trophy,
Ramsay had the entire Portland team come into the
interview room to accept it.
"This is the finest team I've
ever coached," Ramsay said.
"They are the finest people
I've ever coached. If we
hadn't won it, I'd have felt the
same way."

Ramsay Finds Success
After Nine Long Years

"These guys have played
great all season," said the
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) —
usually reserved Walton. The After six rounds of play on
big Portland center normally several courses of the
Weinberg, looking fora coach
ALEX SACHARE
avoids post-game interviews, Pinehurst Country Club, 26
who believed in a team style
Ap§ports Writer
but he talked at length after golfers earned tour cards
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — based on running and pressure
the game.
Sunday, enabling them to join It took Jack Ramsay nine defense, decided Ramsay was
"In my opinion," he said, the $9 million PGA Tour.
years and three professional his man.
"they (the Sixers) lost
"We felt that if we got a
Phil Hancock of Greenville, teams, but he finally found the
because they played a better Ala., led the qualifiers with a
ballclub that' played good
group of athletes he wanted.
team. I don't mean to take final-round 69, three-underAnd once he found them, it team ball, hustled and never
anything away from them. par on the 7,051-yard
him 101 games — just one gave up, we would be suctook
They're a fine team. I just Pinehurst No. 2 course for a
very long season — to lead the cessful," said Weinberg."And
think they ran into a better .14-under-par total of 417.
Portland Trail j3lazers to the Jack Ramsay is as good a
one.
heap: the National teacher and as good a
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Ramsay inherited three
sliced the Portland lead to 108- Walton said. "A lot of guys Elorida, was one shot ahead
"This is the finest team, the
was Lance Suzuki of Hawaii and
105. Portland's Maurice Lucas played well and it
finest people I've ever stars who did not get along —
Wayne Levi of Lutz, Fla., who coached," said Ramsay. center Bill Walton, forward
sank one of two free throws exciting."
Walton won a new car from fired closing rounds Of 66 and
with 27 seconds to make it a
"This is what I've always Sidney Wicks and guard Geoff
Magazine when a panel 69, respectively.
Sport
four-point game.
aimed for, the world cham- Petrie.
He decided Walton was the
George McGinnis, whose of writers selected him MVP.
pionship."
Kingsmill,
of
Strange
Curtis
shooting touch returned for Blazer Coach Jack Ramsay Va., was'fourth at 419 and Bill
Portland, which entered the man around whom he wanted
choice.
the final game, sank a 20- couldn't argue with the
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Tommy Chavis who made a Oakland
days ere wiped to col 753.11514,
Portland players had said
Oa.
20 34 .370 17
Atlanta
24 25 .490 6
brilliant over-the-head catch K.C.
between 5:30 p.m. mod 6 p.m.,
Bring soy nonsber. You must present
they would like to have the
2
/
22 34 .393 111
with his back to the plate and SeattleSunday's Results
this coupes when you bring your
Mrsairs-friday, or 3:30 p.m.
nets if they won the chamthat saved a run from scoring.
New-York 6-3, Philadelphia 5- pionship. They wound up with
Sunday's Results
domino to Beitoe's Clooners.
mud 4 p.m. Sistardays, to Moire
Murray will take its 1-1 • New York 8, Chicago 6
Cuttprm I ktrxi thru
1st
10
game,
2,
innings
last
was
one net. The other
delivery of the newsgeritr. Calls
' June. 30 1477
record to Brooks Stadium
4
14,
Houston
1
Cincinnati
5,
Minnesota
Boston
seen in the possession of a
must be pieced by a p.m. werli•
Tuesday for a doubleheader Kansas City 4, Baltimore 3
Montreal 7, St. Louis 5
teen-ager who climbed the
days or 4 p.m. %twiny' to
with the Paducah American Toronto 7, Oakland 3
San Francisco 10, Atlanta 9
backboard, removed the net
paranteo delivery.
Legion.
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 4
Seattle 6, Cleveland 1
011
1'
1 .
0
and
eluded police — to the
43.1.41.3.
The first contest will begin
seas°, Cotr,r9
Los Angeles 4, San Diego 2
you• ok.t
Texas 7, Milwaukee 6
delight and applause of many
yQdt C out ard into our t
35
Monday's Games
California 5, Detroit 1
fans.
proto,,,n ',mt.! you ...PO
sto•a70,
Los Angeles (Hooton 4-2 at
Monday's Games
Sanlionc
tpyc,p,
The celebration quickly
"
.
ag ," A
New Arrival At
New York (Guidry 3-2) at Chicago (R.Reuschel 6-2
(
spread from the coliseum to
Monas
Atlanta (LaCorte 1-5)at
Texas(Alexander 6-2),(n)
streets
Bring any oosobor. Too west present
downtown
this c,oppoo "fen you brissis yet,
Boston (Jenkins 5-5) at Kan- treal (Brown 1-4),(n)
thousands of delirious young
doming to lloosse's Clossers.
Houston (McLaughlin 1-21 at people jammed intersections
sas City (Leonard 3-5),(n)
(*oupori(:orxi thr u
Chicago (Brett 6-3) at Min- Philadelphia (Kaat
and enjoyed the sunny day and
June 30 1977
at
6-51
victory.
(Barr
San
Francisco
nesota (Zahn 6-3),(n
the excitement of the
r;. Baltimore (Flanagan 1-5) at Pittsburgh(Kison 3-3),(n
A new Piper Ag. Aircraft to meet all the farBeer and wine was consumed
Cincinnati (Zachry 3-6 at openly as snake dancers
Milwaukee(Rodriguez 1-2), In)
mers needs this spring,summer and fall.
Call for
Aerial application of herbicides, insecticides,
Cleveland (Dobson 0-5) at New York (Seaver 5-3), In t
wound through the streets.
pick-up
all
of
types.
dry and liquid fertilizer, and seeding
San Diego (Shirley 4-61 at St Vehicles with horns blaring
Oakland (Medich 5-2),(n)
For information contact Greg Moyers:
who
Detroit (Fidrych 0-2) at Cali- Louis(Denny 7-0),(n)
ran a gauntlet of revelers
delivery
Tuesday's Games
fornia (Row 2-2 or Hartzell 1shook hands with motorists,
Murray Airport
Los Angeles at Chicago
4), (n)
banged happily on car fenders
605 Main
Talk To Johnny Parker
Atlanta at Montreal, irt
Only games scheduled
and splattered riders with
(rrrOrri klasfrr lkydrancr
( 71111,4
N. 12th St.
Houston at Philadelphia, rfl
Tuesday's Games
foaming beer.
Ave.
439-2414
Story
Pittsburgh.
San Francisco at
New York at Texas,(n)
Informal cheers and chants
S Pts.
Paducah Airport
in)
Boston at Kansas City, In)
Pwere launched periodically as
Cincinnati at New York, n
443-1366
Chicago at Minnesota,(n)
demonstrators banged on pots
San Diego at St. Louis,
and pans.
Baltimore at Milwaukee,(fl)

Thurman Hurls Murray
Legion Team To Split

Thousands Of Happy Fans Jam
Portland Streets, To Celebrate

Major League Standings

Slacks or a .
Trousers 9

Sportcoats

99

Cot a hanopon
closet space?

Shirts 3 si
Laundered

Ohio Valley
Aviation, Inc.

Mothproofing
Free!!

Boone's

Sanatorie Laundry & Cleaners

_
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ARM
News Notes For Farmers

Farm Bills Get Mixed Review
By GARY HUDDLESTON
An extended loan program
for feed grains, proposed in
one version of new farm
program legislatiOn, has
drawn "a lot of support out
here in the country," according to Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Bob Wade.
But new formulas which tie
target prices to rapidly
escalating farmland values,
could artifically raise price
supports and aggravate
current surpluses of wheat
and corn, Wade noted.
— Under provisions of a House
measure soon to be considered, grain growers could
receive government loans, for
periods up to 35 months. for
grain stored on the farm.
After the first 11 months, the
loans would be interest-free,
and farmers would be paid one
cent per bushel, per month for
their corn or wheat.
Some
officials
have
estimated the new loans could
result in a 300 million-bushel
reserve, owned and stored by
farmers, that could be
available for sale should

USDA Proposes Universal
Milk Levy Referendum Slated
Sample For Milk Testing
ATLANTA,Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has proposed an
amendment to the U. S.
sediment standards for .milk
and milk products which
would allow use of the
"universal sample" for
sediment testing.

and by regulatory agencies as
a basis for rejecting milk
produced or handled under
unsatisfactory conditions.
_ The amendment, proposed
by dairy officials of USDA's
Food Safety and Quality
Service (FSQS), would
provide sediment standards
to
those
proportional
presently used and includes
visual aids for use in determining sediment levels;
Public views or recommendations on the amendment are invited by July 15.
.Comments should be sent in
duplicate to the Hearing
Clerk, USDA, Washington, D. . themselves an additional four
C. 20250.
cents (4 cents) per hunThe proposed amendment, dredweight on Grade A milk.
if accepted, would go into The Grade A producers are
effect, Sept. I. The proposal presently paying four cents 14
was published in the May 26
Federal Register.

market prices improve while film on farmers' problems
loan contracts were in force. with blackbirds is being
produced by the American
An additional feature of
measure would provide 7 per Farm Bureau this slimmer for
'cent loans of up to-650000 for nationwide distribution to
farmers to build to improve television stations.
Filming has already begun
their grain storage fatilities.
With their built-in incentive in Kentucky and Tennessee by
The "universal sample,"
for farmers to- delay the staff of the AFBF
marketing newly harvested broadcast services division. currently used in many tests
grain, the extended loans The film will show grain to determine the quality and
could help alleviate perennial damage, control efforts such composition of milk,is a 1,2 or
harvest-time transportation as Tergitol spryaing, and 4-ounce sample taken each
shortages, and. problems with research being done by Paris, time milk is collected from the
limited commercial storage Ky., respiratory disease ?Arm. Use of the universal
specialist Dr. Ernest Chick on sample for sediment testing
capacity, Wade said.
The new target price possible links between the would eliminate the need for
provisions, unlike the ex- birds and histoplasmosis in larger one-pint mixed samples, although both testing
tended loan feature, have Winans.
The film is designed to methods would be acceptible.
drawn
an
unfavorable
Sediment testing of milk has
response among Kentucky illustrate the seriousness of
farmers, Wade added. Farm the health problem posed by been used by the milk industry
Bureau is seeking to amend large congregations of the in quality improvement work
the
and
pricing formulas contained in blackbirds,
a Senate-passed farm bill that inadequacy of current control
would raise,1978 target prices measures, according to Joe
on corn to $2.28 and wheat to Fields, AFBF staffer who is
supervising the filming.
$3.10 a bushel.
To maintain objectivity,
The supports would be too
high, Wade said, . and he Fields noted,the documentary
blamed a provision in the will also present the views of
legislation that ties -target those who are opposed tphird-li
levels to farm production control.
SIR.ludstig - farmland
-,
--FrATECATAID '
purchase prices and a
WEATHER
10% off on
management fee allowance: .
PREPAREDNESS
Statutory minimums of?
House Plants
Preparedness
is the key for
for
the
discretion
targets,
with
& Cactus
Secretary of Agricidture to go- dealing with another- severe
sou too..ko.
above the minimums if winter, like the one just past,
Ono Groop
economic
conditions so dic- Kentucky Farm Bureau In10 for $1.00
Cactus
tate, would be a better formation Director Paul
Hutchens Plant
Everman told a Frankfort
procedure, he said.
conference on the economic
Farm
impact of "Winter '77."
AFBF TO PRODUCE
61
/
2 mire sari of Nnet, h. west ea
/
2 ries,
ot•to lie. rood at N...1.. 41
The conference was called
BLACKBIRD FILM
fora let et
p•I .16
A 30-minute documentary by Gov. Julian Carroll to Accelerator compost bin make% a ton of rich,,fertile compost withformulate state government's in si-tretyfrom garden-and kitchen wastes.
plans to .deal with future
Every family in America can ertectively reduce its weekly volume
outbreaks of harsh weather.
at the same time rcatly increase the healthy growth
Everman proposed that the of refuse and
flowers, vegetables, shrub, ',.ivv.ns and even house plants. All it
state development "a broad, of
takes is a hygienicolly desigrec compost bin into which all kinds of
comprehensive informational kitchen and garden Waste, are piled for decomposing into rich,
program' on preparedness, fertile garden compost-to teed essential nutrients to feed plants,
utilizing -the scientific and plants and improve the texture and the crumbly: fluffy texture
KABA
ot good compost helps to uptechnical expertise of the of garden soil.
A compost • bin can end un- grade poor soils, improving theUniversity of Kentucky."
odors
and
eliminate
moisture-holding capacity of dry,
)1> Private business and sightly heaps,
Phone 489-2151
disoziurage The. and vernun. Some
soils, and breaking up
professional organizations are scientifically designed to sandy
cold, clay soils.
sticky,
could aid state and local speed decomposition for assembly
over lawns in fall,
Spread
agencies in carrying out the on-either a soil or Paved surface compost will work its way into
so thareven the smallest balcony the soil over winter, helping the
program, he added.
Everman's testimony also or back-yard can be used tor
grass to grow thick and healthy.
composting.
spring. Used as a potting mixin
suggested that a weather
The most widely used
ture for house plants in place of
emergency
offiee
be posting system is an Accelerator
peat moss, compost will improve
designated in each county, as compost bin, a self-contained
their health and vigor.
a reporting place for farmers unit designed to accept garden
For a free booklet about the
needing assistance because of and kitchen wastes, preserve heat
Accelerator composting system
actioo,
biological
by
generated
weather-related problems.
write: Rotocrop, 58 Buttonwood
and control aeration and moisture
Operation Haylift, instituted so that rich, crumbly, odorless, Street, New Hope, Pa. 18938.
last winter by the state disease-free compost is produced
Department of Agriculture to within weeks.
move hay into areas of short
Best materials for composting
supply,should be used again if are fruit and vegetable peelings,
shredded newspapers, eggshells,
needed, he said.
coffee grounds, tea bags, wood
ashes, cotton and wool rags and
DAIRY CELEBRATION
any other kitchen waste tha ..MAY SEE 2-TON SUNDAE
of decomposition. Frrini
If
Agriculture
Com- capable
the gardeNit's good to mix in
missioner Tom Harris has his grass clippings, hedge trimmings,
way, June Dairy Month ac- weeds, shredded leaves and ammal
tivities in Kentucky will see a manures.
These materials all conrain
new wrinkle this year.
At a .recent kick-off luncheon in Lexington, Harris
announced tentative plans for
a June Dairy Celebration in
Frankfort, on June 22,
featuring a dairy products
lunch topped off with 4,000
poUnds of-the "world's largest
ice cream sundae."
Harris acknowledged that
RALEIgH, N. C. — The U.
state health-.authorities have
some reservations about the 2- S. Department of Agriculture
ton sundae, but invited the has announced that the Fluepublic to attend all the Cured Tobacco Advisory
festivities at the Capital Plaza Committee will meet June 23
at Raleigh.
Sportscenter.
In other dairy-related news, • Purpose of the meeting will
Your Direct Hot-line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
official apprbval has been be- to recommend to the
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
given for a referendum among Secretary of Agriculture
Grade A dairymen in Ken- opening dates and selling
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
tucky on doubling the current schedules for flue-cured
milk promotion assessment, tobacco to be sold in each
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
from 4 cents to 8 cents per 100 marketing area during the
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!! •
1977 season.
pounds.
The committee was ofMore,khan half the state's
ficially
established to supply
3,600 Grade A producers
already deduct the 4 cents, the Secretary with inthrough the Dairymen Inc. formation needfd to equitably
marketing cooperative, of- assign tobacco inspectors to
ficials say. Passage of the all designated markets for
mail ballot referendum, flue-cured tobacco. Under the
scheduled for the third week in Tobacco Inspection Act.
equalize tobacco must be officially
June,
would
assessments and bring in an inspected it order to be sold at
additional $100,000 per year to auction on any designated
. Dairy market.
the, .American
The Meeting 13 open icthe
Kentucky.
Association
of
AUTHORIZED DIALER
public and will be held at 1 p.
m. in the Tobacco Division
French-fried onion rings
laboratory,
ROOM )23. Fluemake ,a crisp topping for
Cured Tobacco Cooperative
creamed
snap
bean's.
Heat
the
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121-SEDALIA RD. MAYFIELD
onion rings, if they are not Stabilization Corporation
PHONE 241.6020-AFTER 5 PM -PHONE 753 7452
freshly made, before using for Building, 1-306 Annapolis Dr.,
Raleigh.
this garnish.
OPEN FROM 7:30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

COMPOSTING CUTS DOWN WASTE —
FEEDS THE GARDEN •

Call your local KABA man for
PROVEN HERD BUILDERS
James Tucker

I NEED AN EXTRA

TRACTOR?
LEASED TRACTORS ARE
NOW COMING BACK
IN TO US — SO IF
YOUR IN NEED OF
MORE TRACTOR POWER,
LEASE ONE FROM US!

Why Tommy's Equipment?
Ask The Folks Who
Have Dealt With Us!

Tobacco
Committee
Sets Meeting

Pursuant to KRS 247.450 to cents) under a referendum
247.505, the American Dairy passed by them September 19,
Association of Kentucky, 3412 1968. This will make the
Rowena Road, Louisville, deduction a total of eight cents
Kentucky 40218, has made (8 cents) per hundredweight,
application to the State Board provided the referendum
of Agriculture and Thomas 0. passes.
Harris, Commissioner,
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, for certification •
for the building of favorable
consumer attitudes and
opinions towards milk and
milk products, stimulating
consumption, 'and enhancing
the sales of Grade A milk and
milk products.
The program is to be implemented by the Grade A
dairy producers levying upon

New Wheat
Allotment
May Be Set

A new farm. wheat allohilent
_may.
.be restabUsherT5I-19711.•
crop wheat acreage for farms
that did not - have a 1977
allotment, if they meet
eligibility requirements, and
file an application at the ASCS
Office in Calloway County.
A 1978 wheat allotment will
be established automatically
for most farms that had a
wheat allotment in 1977.
To be eligible for a new farm
allotment, the operator must
expect to receive more than 50
per cent of his income from
farming. Neither the farm
owner or operator may have
an interest in any other farm
which will have a 1978 wheat
allotment, at the time the
request is made. The person
making application must have
had at least one year of wheat
production experience in a
prior year.
Applications for a new farm
allotment may be filed at the
County ASCS Office on or
before July 1, 1977.
Any interested producer
these
meet
who
can
requirements should contact
the county office before the
final date for filin( an 'application.

— for buying
your new Case tractor
between- now and
June 30. 1977 Any
model from 43 to 80 PTO
horsepower You II receive a
$400 check from Case or. if you
wish..the $400 can be applied
toward your down payment Get
a good deal — and a good deal
more from your participating
Case dealer
$400.00 —That ain't hay!

McKee! Equipment Es:1
Co. Inc.
503 Walnut,

Murray, Ky.

753-3062

Soybean Producers!
We have

—Inoculation
,,Mol) Mix and Soy-A-Live
Treflan
Dyanap
—Lasso
Basagran
rSoybean Storage
,•-• Teletype Service
iv-Paraquat
v-Sencor

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING CORP.
Old Concord Rood-Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8220 or 753-8225

Combine
you'llbe
needing
this Fall.

FREE INTEREST.FREE INSURANCE TIL SEPT 1

TOMMY'S

EQUIPMENT CO.

M MACHINER

eSTEIGER,

The referendum will be held
in all counties of the Commonwealth where there are
Grade A milk producers. Thy
referendum voting will be I))
mail ballots during the week
of September 19-24, 1977.

International
Series 86
tractors

on International Combines
bought this spring — That's
true.— you heard it right —
free Interest and Free Insurance on International
Combines.
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EitiElpit& RECAST
Dairy Farmers Have
Stake In Beef Voting

ield
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•

Dairy fanners have their
interest in the beef end of their
business to protect by voting
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
in the upcoming national beef
University at Kentucky College of Agriculture
referendum on establishing a
producer-financed fund to pay
Like black sheep that
ing disease. Some plant
for beef research, promotion
diseases are spread by the
occasionally show up in the
and consumer education.
wind. So if a plant or two of
best of families, plant diseases
"Prices of cull dairy cows
a particular kind shows signs and bull calves sold for
and injurious insects often
of disease, pull up and slaughter or as feeder cattle
show up in the best of gardens. As forms of disgrace, destroy and keep watch on affect a substantial part of the
both are highly over-rated, the rest. Destroy all plants as dairy farmer's income," says
they develop signs of disease. Gordon Hess, UK extension
but they can be embArrassing
Treating seed via the dairy specialist. "The price of
nevertheless. As a consequence, both should. be kept "shake and bake" method is a cow beef also affects the price
good way to prevent the of milk-producing cows —
under control if such • is
deadly damping off of certain important to the dairyman
possible.
Young plants after the seed who has surplus cows or
In the case of insects and
has sprouted. Put the seed in heifers to sell."
plant diseases, they can be
Beef prices indirectly ina small bag containing a
downright devastating and a
fungicide like captan and fluence the milk market, he
lot harder to restrafti than a
shake vigorously before plant- adds. For example: Current
black sheep in a family. A
discourage
prices
low
black sheep can be locked up, ing. Thus coated with captan,
herds.
culling
from
dairymen
the seeds are much less likely
- but insects must be killed and
Milk from cows that normally
die.
and
collapse
off,
damp
to
often
This
diseases cured.
would have been sold for
In dealing with plant
takes some doing. Plant
slaughter adds to the supply
diseases and garden insects.
diseases are mostly of two
-and depresses milk prices.
don't panic at the first sight
kinds-viral and bacterial.
Hess urges dairy farmers to
of a beetle or a rust spot on a register
Both are deadly and extremebeef
for the
bean leaf. View the situation referendum and to vote,
ly difficult to control. Actualobjectively ..and calmly and whether they are for or
ly and in a lot of cases when a
, is no, - main an identification of against the- plan. Any indisease_strikes,. there
y otr-re-ttet;ore starring dTfdut
possibilityeeffectitt
haA. OWned - Cattle" during
A g3irdeTier in' this position • .control -measures. If identification is uncertain, consult 1976 is eligible. Registration
, can only hope to reap a crop
with a garden's best friend June 6-17 and voting July 5-15
before the plant dies. In spite
and- doctot the- loeal- county will take place ar_lixal ASCS
of early and tate blights that
often attack tomato patches, agent. He will gladly make a offices.
Producers will be assessed
diagnosis and recommend
good crops of fruit are often
tenths of one percent of
three
correct treatment.
harvested before these two
the sales value of all cattle
And in making a garden,
diseases complete their deadsold for beef purposes if the
discouraged

.7

•

Larger Leaf Tobacco
Stocks Reported

ATLANTA, Ga. — Stocks of
leaf tobacco in the United
States and Puerto Rico totaled
plan is approved by two-thirds 4.80 -billion pounds farmof those Voting in the Sales-weight as of April 1, the
referendum. This would be 75 U. S. Department of
cents on a cow selling for $250. Agriculture I USDA) has
Assessments will be made at announced. The total, based
each point of sale — each time on quarterly stocks reports of
an animal changes hands dealers and manufacturers,
was 229 million pounds more
from birth to slaughter.
the than a year ago.
for
Assessments
Domestic flue-cured and
proposed national fund will be
in addition to the 10 cents per foreign-grown cigarette
head being collected from tobaccos led the advance,
Kentucky producers par- rising above April 1, 1976,
ticipating in the state beef -totals by 216 million and 81
check-off program. A Beef million pounds respectively.
Marketing and delivery of
Board of 68 producers participating in the state beef the 1976 fire-cured crop were
check-off program. A Beef greatly affected by the severe
Board of 68 producers will winter. Stocks of Type 22
administer the national fund. tobaccolor April 1, 1977, are
Board members will be ap- considerably below expointed by the U. S. Secretary pectations because at least 8
from million pounds of non-auction
Agriculture
of
nominations submitted by purchases were not delivered
producer organizations. Each to buyers until after this date.
state or geographic area will Other dark types as well as
be represented in proportion burley and cigar leaf also
to its cattle production.
experienced delays in selling
Although the national beef but most were able to finish
check-off plan is voluntary, a before April 1..Sales of the 1976
producer would have to crop of Maryland tobacco
request a refund from the Beef began April 13.
Board to get his money back.
Stocks of leaf tobacco under
A copy of the bill.4 Sale would government loan as of Ap?il 1
Drik14411flien as prateellgrthe— tgralernelar-657-rffirirbit
market deduction was made.
pounds, 149 Million- above' a
Estimates are that $550,000 year ago. Loan stocks were
a year would be collected from
divided as follows..flue-cured,
Kentucky producers if the 567:9 - million pounds; burley.
national beef research and 84.4 million; cigar leaf, 4.9
promotion plan is approved. million: fire-cured, 73,000
Nationally,$30 to $40 million a
pounds; and dark air-cured,
year will be contributed by
none.
producers.

do not become
or give up if, in spite of
repeated dusting and spraying, there is still some blight
on the tomatoes and beetles USDA
on the beans. Despite bugs, Agricultural Marketing Service
cutworms, wilts, blights and As of mid-May the supply situation in June is expected to look like
other pests, farmers and gar- this
Lemons . . . plentiful Amount
deners here in Kentucky and RED MEATS
these . United States, still Beef . . . plentiful Production remaining for harvest May 1 was
30% of total p s lemon crop
produce satisfactory harvests. around 3% below the. record
which is 46% larger than the.
levels of a year earlier, but about
1995-76 crap but about 12°o
2% above 1974-76 Fed beef
smaller than the record 1974-75
production up from last year but
crop Stocks of Florida frozen
not enough to offset a decline in
concentrated °millie juice on
nonfed beef output
May 1 were nearly 4% less than
Pork ...adequate Production to same time lagt year
decline seasonally but average
noncitrus fruits.
Canned
There's a
14-16% dbove the lovzir levels of a
..
peaches
Clingstone
year ago This output would be
fui Canners stocks as of Apr
about the same as the 1974-76
were down 16% from last
average
but still substantially
average Canned fruit cocktail
POULTRY & EGGS
adequate April 1 str3-:.Broiler-fryers...adequate June slightly less than 54 mi..
210E. Main
marketing up about 5% from last
cases. alrrtost 2% less than .:1,•
Phone 753-0489
year at this time and 13% higher. April 1 Canneciapplesauce
than Jurte 1974-76 average
adequate Canners stocks a'
Eggs ... adequate June output March 1 were reported at 6
lion cases a reduction at slightly above year earlier and
from level of year earlier
equal to June 1974-76 average
Turkey . . . adequate June Dried prunes . . . adequatt.
marketing to approximate year
California 1976 produr. earlier levels and exceed the 3some 3% less than last yea,
year average by 10% June 1
3% above 1974 crop Raisins
cold storage holdings slightly
light, due to crop damage b'
above last year's level but down
Heavy rains
Some 50 million pounds from 3Individual Retirement Accounts
•
Processed vegetables. ..
year average Therefore the
adequate with a tev.
Today's Plan for Tomorrows Security'
June supply would about equal
plentiful Canned sweet corn
the year before
and green peas ... pient,f,
April 1 1977 canners' tnver-..._ •
MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS
of sweet corn was 23°o ario,r
Milk and dairy products . . 1974-76 average while igrer..r.
peas were up 48% Mar 31
Plentiful Heavy Production of
butter, American cheese and
ings of frozen corn-on-cob a- ..;
nonfat dry milk, combined with
cut corn were 390c and 80, at
An Individual Retirement Account (IRA) is a perhigh levels of commercial dairy
1974-76 average
sonal tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed
stocks and the expected
Frozen potatoes . . . pier '
by Congress to bring to every American worker the opin
increase
milk output in June
with the Mar 31 invent','.
portunity to build a more secure future for-himself and
indicate very heavy supplies pf
acieci ;
a.
record and .13% aboveaver:i
family.
his
for
milk and dairy products this
Fresh potatoes
June Milk production continues
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
Relatively large storage suPri•I•ri,r,
to climb to seasonal peak ,n
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan
offset a reduced spring y •:•
June Milk production in April
estimated 8% below last 0-a,
met certain requirements, employer contributions to
was 2 500 higher than April 1976
and 4% below average
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer
and 5% higher than the 1974-76
Peanuts ... plentiful Corn- rnot
were
employee
an
of
behalf
on
contributions
average
ola! stocks on Mar 31 were • _
currently taxable to the employee. He was taxed on his
Preliminary figures for April -77
lower than a year ago. but •
share of the plan only when he received it.
indicate butter production was
production totalled only 3'
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a
over 13% higher than April '76
than the reCord 1975 •
while American cheese producretirement plan have also been available to selfplentiful Ca•'
.Almonds
1978 crop was a record r•-,1
employed persons. In that year Congress determined
tion was iip. 3% from April 78
44% nigher than the 1975
that these persons, too, should be allowed a taxFRUITS. VEGETABLES. NUTS
Walnuts . . plentiful Th.,
sheltered method of saving for retirement. The result
Fresh noncitrus fruits and
production was 7°,0 less
was H. R.-10, a law which allowed the self-employed to
record 1975 crop
juices. Winter pears ... plent,fu ,
make tax-deductible contributions to a pension or
As of May 1 Pacific Coast winter
pear holdings reported by ^'
GRAINS & LEGUMES
profit-sharing plan.
dustry at 1 2 million boxes 7'-,
Rice ... plentiful The
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a submore than May 1 1976 Peaches
Of 117 million cwt was 9' •
stantial portion of the working population, a large numplpritiful The 1977 crop in the 'than 1975s record Proef.:
ber of workers still had no tax-sheltered means by
SoutK-Ern States is forecast at
for 1977 crop
protected
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
23% above a year earlier and the
101 million cwt
times
in
largest Since 1969 Grape juice
Social Security alone is inadequate,especially
Wheat . . . plentiful
plerrtitut- April 1 holdings of
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
carryin and production
Amen from
products
grape
all
other
by
covered
not
those
for
Retirement Accounts
reported at a record
can-type grapes about 10%
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
million bushets
above year-earlier
production in 1977-78'
trust or custodial account with a financial institution
citrus
juices.
Fresh
and
fruits
between 1 850-2 050 r^!
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity
. adequate
Oranges .
bushels •
or endowment contract,or qualified retirement bonds.
Production forecast 5% above
Qom . . . plentiful
the 1975-76 Season Oranocts
production was 6.216 7
remaining for harvest May 1
bushels 7% above 197
'
1. •'
were 27% of the expected total
below the 1973-75 aorU S crop and 1 10 less than a
year ago Grapefruit .
Dry edible beans... .
.
adequate Quantity remaining
with 1976 productio"
for hariiest May 1 was 19% of
than 1975 and 5°. be,
the expected total U S crop
1973-75 average Dry peas
Quantity remaining May 1 was
adequate Product o^
below 1975 and 15%
3 3 million boxes more than at
"
the same time last ydar from a
1973-75 average as a rP,
crop 3% above last season
reduced acreage

ly work.
Garden specialists say prevention is the best method of
handling plant diseases. Some
ailments like cucumber and
melon wilt are carried by
insects. Killing off these
insects by sprinkling the
young vine seedlings . with
Sevin dust as they emerge
from the ground will keep the
patch fairly free of this wilt•

FOOD MARKETI

ASCS To Require Reporting Of Grain Acreage In County
sorghum in Calloway County.
Wheat and barley acreage
must be reported prior to
harvest. Farmers who have
already begun or completed
harvest should contact their'
ASCS Office immediately,
Farmers who fail to report
planted acreage will be

Anticipating changes in
the
legislation,
farm
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS)
will soon require county
farmers to report their wheat,
barley, corn, and grain
sorghum acreage.
According to David Riley. of
the Calloway County ASCS
Office, both Congressional
agriculture committees have
reported out farm bills which'
provide that if a set-aside is
implemented for 1978 crops,
the acreage required to be set
aside may be based on a
percentage of the acreage
planted for harvest in 1977.
Neither version of the bill
proposes to use acreage
planted in 1977 as a basis for
establishing acreage allotments, however.
Farmers will have until
September I to report their
acreage for corn and grain

considered to have no planted
acreage and may be ineligible
for program benefits in 1978,
Riley said.
ASCS employees will make
spot checks for farms to
assure that acreage reports
are accurate, according to
Riley.

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
duvet.: of

CORN•SOYBEANS •WHEAT
Distributors Of

Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Savings begin..,at home.

a'
grocemetre.-1T3L
. t.42-u-1neeel
plan ut action. This should be
a complete or partial shop- •
ping list for food you will
need in the next few days or
week. Include some of the
less-expensive kinds of food
in your list.

-__FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

SUNSHINE
SPECIALS

Car
Insurance

Ronnie Ross

SAVE
vs $5000°

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

WHAT IS AN
INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT
ACCOUNT?

on a new
Massey-Ferguson
a agricultural
Clri tractor

ME'
Massey Ferguson

BIG SAVINGS
TOO, ON MOST
NEW MF IMPLEMENTS
AND HAY & FORAGE
EQUIPMENT.

MF 275 tractor
MF 1155 tractor
MI.' 255 tractor
7111.- 124 baler
MF 245 tractor

$300.
$500.
$300.
$300.
$300.

Personalized MF financing, parts and service available

Bank of Murray
FDIC

•

Buy now for savings like this:

Industrial Rd.

Stokes Tractor 11
Implement Co.

753-1319

-
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1 Legal Notice
•
3103Db
ILII14211L.M
COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
12 Insurance
43 Rea Estate
2 Notice
6 Help Wanted
38 Pets Supplies
26 TV Radio
DEPARTMENT OF
19 Farm Equipment
15 Artit!Ps For Sale
TRANSPORTATION
$12,500.60. New 2 bedroom
DACHSHUND, male
LIKE NEW - Maverick
BUREAU OF
cottage near Ky. Lake at
A phone call to us can
"SUMTER" open stock
approximately 1 year
WILL SELL or buy used
250 CB base linear.
HIGHWAYS
Aurora. Carpet, beamed
753-4106.
SAYE
Wanted
solid maple and solid
Call
635.
old.
or new farm machinery
Would consider trade for
NOTICE TO
ceiling electric heat and
oak bedroom suite.
you several
ManagerManager
on Hardin 80 East. Call
100 or 125 • Series
CONTRACTORS
air. -Large deck, large
Priced to sell - free
DOLURS
MALE MINIATURE
437-4801.
Time to think_
Trainee
motorcycle. Call 753cool shady lot. Terms.
Murray.
Sealed bids will be
years
to
delivery
3
AKC.
Schnauzer.
on your
abouttobacco
2470.
Lite Real Estate and
Furniture
received by the Bureau of
$75.
terms.
pet.
Easy
good
Opportunity
for
adand
old
TV Towers
MF 135 diesel tractor, has 27
crop hail
Auction, 474-2717.
N.
209
Highways, at its office,
Co.
Exchange
Moboe
vancement
as
your
753-7756.
Home Sales
Call
and
less than 600 hours,
insurance
Frankfort, Kentucky unStreet, Paris,
retail skills and
Market
GETTING MARRIED?
Antennas
54,200. 1967 Ford diesel 1969 BROOKFIELD by
til 10:00 a. m. Eastern
judgment develop.
Tenn.
FULL BLOODED Lassie
Start out in your own
TV Service Center
grain truck, motor just
All
12
x
60.
Style-Mar,
Daylight Time on the 23
Six
puppies.
Lerman Bro's.
type collie
mobile home located on
new
300
overhauled,
Cenral
Ceder
1535345
two
bedrooms,
electric,
day of JUNE, 1977, at
weeks old. Call 436-2456.
Clone Dept. Store
SEARS SWIMMING
'x 154' lot. Gas or
1M1
/
2
bushel grain bed, $2,700.
living room, kitchen,
which time bids will be
Cori *are, Morey
Pool, 10 foot diameter,
electric heat, paved
MF 300 combine with
bath. All large rooms.
publicly opened and read WHAT WE do best is
2 feet deep. used once.
street_ . . approx. 10
cab,
engine
just
Carpet throughout FULL BLOODED Beagle
for the improvement of:
care. NEEDLINE, 753
$15. Can be seen, 1413
Puppies for sale. Call
minutes from town. . .
overhauled. Also inexcept in kitchen and
CALLOWAY COUNTH,
6333.
Vine
Street
753-8696.
Also just listed, 3
cludes
372
two
row
corn
bath.
Refrigerator
and
SP 18-4134: Chestnut
so man St
wooded acres, excellent
Electrolux
header and 14 ft. grain
-11-li?
stove included. Good
Street in Murray. con- HAVING A YARD- S
AMERICAN
753-5442
EARLY
39 Poultry Supplies
building
site. For more
header,
$4,500.
Call
489Pick-up free signs,
condition.
Call
4374291.
struction of Pedestrian
Again
couch and chair, $50.
information, call
2298 after 5 p. m.
Murray Muffler, 7th and
Separation
Structure
sale.
Aquarium with stand
JOBS
LORETTA
Maple St.
1969 60' x 12' all electric. PEAFOWL FOR
near 15th Street, a distanSPECIAL
A
Call 1-527each.
accessories, $25.
$25.00
and
deluxe
753-1492
FERGUSON
REALTORS
at
Unfurnished
except
ce of 0.132 mile. Grade,' FOR
TO
PROGRAM
WATKINS
INSURANCE SALES CAREER
7880.
Camping trailer. $250.
tractor with two 14 inch
now!
refrigerator and stove.
Drain and Cement ConCOLLEGE STUDENContact
Products.
435-4279
Call
cultivator,
disc,
plows,
sales
insurance
all
Not
Call
437-4291.
concrete Pavement.
TS. For the llth
41 Public Sales
Holman Jones, 217 South
positions are the same, this is
bush hog. Call 753-5100
FINE, WELL built brick
The Bureau of Highsecutive year Elechow it begins:
13th, phone 753-3128.
Hersheds
$100.00
ON
OFF
after 5 p.m.
1972 12 1 52. Call 753-3473. SALE
home on Sycamore at
Womens
ways hereby notifies all
trolux is offering surnand Ridgeway grandfon oor
1. W. ocoolo wog IWO is
7th. This four bedroom
mer part time or full
5-9.
bidders that it will af- JESUS CHRIST own
sizes
Clothes,
whortIolvie sod Oho Widen rob
mother and grandfather
time employment to
home is on a huge lot (75
firmatively insure that
words found in Mark
JUST RECEIVED truck EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
Dresses, shorts, tops,
owl every sea.
and
set
up
Free
clocks.
The
students.
bedroom mobile home, • pants, long dresses.
oriboOtoa
college
oarriebo
mod
No
1.
No
said
"And
he
x 435). This home has a
16:15,16.
the contract entered into
load
of
truck
tool
boxes.
1. Too Cardolio odd 6 osollis
delivery. Your choice of
includes
program
electric heat and central
full basement, porch,
Thursday
pursuant to this adunto them, Go ye into all
Deluxe box, $89.95.
Wednesday,
wog.
moo
styles and solid wood
$1000, $750, and $500
air. 28 x 32 heated
wis. is boob oz.
4 Two* 4g
two car brick garage. To
1704
vertisement,
minority
the world and preach the
Friday.
Standard, $79.95. See
and
porlorood owl Iwooporimod people.
cabinets. Furniture
for
awards
special
workshop. New 4" deep
every
see this reasonably
to
gospel
business enterprises will
them before you buy.
9-?
Dr.
Keenland
oil for Ho potpie es lige seal
Exchange Co., 290 N.
selling a fixed volume
well. Water pipe to all 8
fl000l of proh000kool
provide
priced property call
creature. He that
be afforded full opVinson Tractor ComtrolMos.
Market Street, Paris,
43 Real Estate
of business. Student
acres. All within 2 years
John C. Neubauer,
believeth and is baptized
portunity to submit bids
pany,
753-4892.
loworowoo booloprowod set
9.
Solo
tor
participation has conTenn.
old. Beautiful location.
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
in response to this inshall be saved; but he
MINT CONDITION - 3
increased.
tinually
6. Moor Mope boogollts, mob
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247753-0101 or call Brice
vitation, and will not be
that believeth not shall
NEW
IDEA corn picker, 2
.. S250,1100 arm Motor 111•64.1
bedroom
frame,
Last year the sales
POOL TABLE, maple
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
Noodollogotiovi too to pie mod too
Ratterree 753-5921.
discriminated against on
be damned." For furrow. Call 753-5186.
fireplace, dining room,
volume of students in
tomiy.
kitchen table and 4
the ground of race, color
ther information consult
Rentals
Home
Mobile
electric
heat,
screened
the summer program
29
chairs. Call 753-6726.
For
your , Bible.
or national origin in conCONTACT WEST KY.
totaled over 2 million
porch. Well landscaped
If you are linteRsted in a
MOBILE HOMES and
assistance call 753-0984.
sideration for an award.
Wilson
Interested
Grain Handling
sales career with unlimited
dollars.
with many shade trees.
tomato
AND
TOBACCO
opportunity for both income
mobile home spaces for
Bid Proposals for all COLOR PORTRAITS,
students may apply at
Equipment,
1-345-2120
or
Close
to
shopping
and advancement write or call
sticks. 13 cents each.
Insurance and Real
rent, at Riviera Courts.
projects will be available
111 South 6th Street,
345-2633 for Farm Fan
collect: Mr. Lewis aark,
centers. Low 30's.
bring us yours for extra
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
Agency, Inc
Estate
Agency
Manager,
American
Call
753-3280.
until 9:00 A. M.
call
or
Ky.
Paducah,
Dryers. Dealer for
Waldrop Real Estate
copies. Made from any
Republic Insiwance Company,
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
443-64611
'
202
Smith
4111 Street
Baughman
Grain
1725
Bins,
Ashley
Circle,
Suite
105,
size.
Agency,
206 -South 4th,
size into any
60 x,12 House trailer on
USED AIR conditioner.
Bowling Green,Ky. 42101,502TIME,
Mows 753-3263
THURSDAY,
also
your
Read
bin
and
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
761-7270
753-1551,
for
appointment Mon7545646..,
Call 753-9104 of
waterfront lot. Air.
JUNE 23, 1977, at the
long bin. Early season
day Ultra Saturday, 9:00 a. m.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
eleckric.
Dill
$75
month.
conditioned.
to
10:30
a.
in.
Division of Contract
on
Baughman'irtfrIng
Artcraft 118 South 12th, SECRETARIAL!.
OLD
MACDONAII5i ----$900t.09:-Two bedroom--•
Pr
,
0035.- peer. pa_
LaaaenLh. -18
, --enehile--Iwonto-an
-Fleceptinnist7.1stivti
FJCR
m
.
rrfttoTdrfiIgrtTrser'-Mweh
'
Proposals for all projects
lot with lake access.
•
`Requires
typing,
filing
enlot, use our rear
restored country home
14. Want To Buy
and four chairs. Yellow
31 Want To Rent
will be available at a cost
Large deck. Must see to'
20. Sports Equipment
and light bookkeeping.
trance.
and
30
acres
only
4
miles
and white. Call 753-8059.
of $2 each and remittance
appreciate: Lile Real
Apply in writing to P. G. COINS AMERICAN and
with
19
from
Murray
. Card Of Thanks
LEFT HANDED golf 'FAMILY WANTS to rent ,aeres of primed tenpayable
to
State
Estate. Aurora, 474-2717.
foreign. Also old gold
Box 32Z._
hole
slotted
-2 or 3 bedroom home in
ONE
SET
6
753clubs.. Call 489-2760.
Treasurer of Kentucky
Call
curFOR!) BLALOCK
and sterling.
8
acres
dablend,
chrome reverse wheels.
country. Willing to do
718 ACRE CATTLE farm
must
accompaany
of Murray Route Six is
9232.
INSULATION Salesman
timber, tobacco barn, 8
Fits Chevrolet pickup 15' GLASPAR with 65 h.
repairs if necessary.
near Providence
request for proposals.
now recuperating at his
needed for Murray area.
stall
horse
barn
and
buy
to
truck, like new, one set
Call 753-2858.
WOULD LIKE
Excellent
Community.
(NON REFUNDABLE) home after having
Mercury
motor
and
p.
Full or part time. Exother outbuildings.
registered wire haired
twin maple beds with
round
Year
pasture.
BID PROPOSALS ARE
extras. Call 753-2590.
undergone surgery at
cellent commission. Call
32 Apartments For Rent
Priced in the 30's. Phone
mattress. Four poster
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
water, 688 acres under
ISSUED ONLY TO
the Baptist Memorial
683-0690, Owensboro.
KOPPERUD
REALTY
753-5669.
all wood, full size bed
ATTENTION
COM- NICE ONE BEDROOM
fence. Less than $750 per
PREQUALIFTED CONHospital, Memphis, Tn.
753-1222 for full time
with mattress. Call 753MERCIAL Fishermen.
9 Situations Wanted
acre. Waldrop Real
TRACTORS
We want to express our
apartment. Stove,
Real
Estate
service.
DARK FIRED and
8053.
Redwood jump or takeEstate, 206 South 4th,
Specimen Proposals for
appreciation and thanks
refrigerator
and
water
Burley tobacco plants.
WILL DO housecleaning
up boxes for sale. Call
753-5646.
all projects will be
for the many cards,
furnished.
Inquire
at
LIVE AND EARN. Buy
Call 436-2273.
SHUTTERS - BLACK
or yard work. Call Judy,
753-8821.
available to all interested
letters, flowers, and
1414 Vine.
now, move in and start
337 N. Poplar-Benton
753-8595.
plastic.
Sizes
39
through
parties at a cost of $2each
gifts received while I
WANT TO BUY tobacco
planning
for
a
return
on
67
Inquire
at
inches.
FIVE SPEED womens FURNISHED
APART(NON REFUNDABLE). • was a patient. A special
10 Business Opportunity
plants. Call 753-7506.
your investment. 50
Lumber
Murray
Columbia
bicycle.
MENT,near University.
Specimen Proposals canthanks to the neighbors
acres including 30
or.
Company
104
Maple
Call
753-9404.
USED
AIR
CONCall 75-3-0669 or-7575.
not be usedfor bidding.
for taking care of the
tendable and several
call 753-3161.
FACTORY
DITIONERS. Call 753yard while we were
acres in timber,. some
FURNISHED
NOTICE: I, Richard L.
NICE
24"
RALEIGH
10
speed
9104 or 753-1551, Dill
away.
S271468- 753-9625
DIRECT
tobacco
base, partly
EXCELLENT,
EFDowdy, will no longer be
Inquire
at
apartment.
C1176.f.A.CO,E too,us
bicycle. $65. Call 753Electric. _
Clifford and Mabel
fenced
for
livestock,
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
economical,
FICIENT,
100
responsible for any
Control,
Kellys
Pest
6809.
Blalock
year round spring
15 Articles Fr' Salk
4.te Lustre carpet
debts other than my
'
South 13th.
4 BILLION DOLLAR
COUNTRY
QUIET
running
through
Wanted
Help
6
caner.
Rent
electric
own. Richard L. Dowdy.
.222 Remington model
INDUSTRY
AMF Rig Lawn
in East 1/
LIVING
property.
All
this
and
a
2
shampooer. Big K, Bel
700 Varmint Special. ONE BEDROOM furMower,74t:p. Briggs &
DENTISTS ASSISTANT
2 Notice
100% MARK-UP
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom home on tree
Aire Shipping Center.
Weaver 4X-12X scope.
`.100.00.
motor.
nished, air condition
- experienced
Stratton
in
ranch home on
bedroom
NO
SELLING
shaded
lot.
Phone
FREE LESSONS. Learn
Lee reloading .acapartment. Call 753Call 1-354-6217.
bookkeeping, public
Established National ComHas electric
lot.
large
REALTY,
KOPPERUD
needlepoint, crewel
AIR COM-tRESSORS.
pany with Manufacturing
cessories and car7243.
relations, and typing.
heat, carpet,
baseboard
is
753-1222
today
for
more
currently
expanding
embroidery,• crochet
noctric,
753Call Dill
COMPLETE IN ground
tridges. $225. Call 753Dental office experience
nationwide
network
of
nice kitchen and family
information. We look
and smocking. Rug
9104 or 753-.551.
vinyl liner pools inBEDROOM
ONE
independent FACTORY 1866.
not required. Write to
room, refrigerator and
forward
to
serving
you.
DIRECT - distributors to
yarns. Yarn cutters,
stalled as low as
apartment. Completely
Box 32Y,
built-in range. Paved
service
retail
accounts
22 Musical
$2.98. Make latch hook
$5,500.00. Call collect for ZENITH 21" black and
furnished. No utilities
secured by Company in
and paved
driveway
rugs and pillows for half
white TV. Electrophonic
this area.
more information (5021
furnished. No pets
WANTED
CONRAD'S PIANOS court. A nice
basketball
the price of pre-cut
stereo
with 8 track
IMMEDIATE INCOME
328-8567 or 502
allowed. Call Buel
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
Organs, Kimball and
comfortable home at a
Sales Lady
yarn. 15 per cent
player, turntable and
PRODUCT RETURN
3528.
Stalls. 753-3519.
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
206 S. 4th Street
reasonable priCe
PRIVILEGE
four
discount to Senior
speakers.
Call 767Full Time,
753-5646
and Clark. Largest
Contact Guy
$29,500.
COMPLETE
TRAINING
AVAILABLE
Citizens. House of
33 Rooms For Rent
NOW. 4056.
New Listing Needed.
Permanent
selection in Western
Spann Realty, 901
MAN
OR
WOMAN
Urethane
Thousands in Fox
foam.
All
Good Working Conditions
Kentucky, 753-1424, BOYS - PRIVATE 16 Home Furnishings
Sycamore, 753-7724.
FULL TIME
sizes, all densities. Cut
Meadows, South 16th St.
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Lerman
Ike's.
PART
TIME
rooms for summer
to your specs. West Ky. COUCH AND 2 chairs,
Murray's Newest Yarn
Ky.
You may visit our Factor',
school central air with.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Shop. For lesson inCourt Upon,Herm
gold crushed velvet.
and National Headquarters.
kitchen facilities. Near I *Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Avenue. 753-6767.
formation call 753-3855.
$4250
1.ike brand new. Call
23 Exterminating
MINIMUM CASH
campus.
Call 753-8572
Master Charge, Bank $200.00
753-7865 9-5.
*Stone Setting
WEEKLY
REQUIRED
AIR
CONDITIONER
after 7 p.m.
Americard.
(This is not a franchise)
home
Oldest
stuffing
POSSIBLE
Prompt Service
sale.
All
deluxe models FATHER'S DAY Specials
FOR FREE BROCHURE
envelopes. Send a selfowned & operated
NEW SHIPMENT OF
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
with 10 position thercall TOLL FREE
on
chairs,
and
reclining
addressed
stamped
1-800-643-5596
in Calloway Co.wicker, rattan, baniboo
condition, private enmostat and variable
swivel rockers, valets
Of send Name. Address
envelope
to
Fischer
furniture
and
actrance, refrigerator.
speed fans 5 year
hall
and Telephone Number to:
brass
wood,
and
113 S. 4th
753-2835
Enterprises, Box 127,
ApartWELCO. INC.
Zimmerman
cessories. Gene and Jo's
guarantee on units.
discount
trees.
Special
Dakota
Eureka, South
510 Plaza West
16th
South
ments,
Flowers, Fourth Street.
Factory authorized local
for cash and carry.
Little Rock, AR 72205
57437.
Street, 753-6609.
service. 6000 BTU,
Furniture Exchange
$189.95_ 10,000 BTU,
Co., 209 N. Market St.,
BLACKFORD
HOUSE
34 Houses For Rent
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
for rent. Buy inventory
Paris, Tenn.
II/I I/ Hit I/14 / ,0737
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
and lease space or
ON KY. LAKE, 5 rooms
$349.95; 23,000 BTU, TWO SIMMONS love
owner will .close out
and bath. $175. month.
MEC
Oft
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
inventory and lease
seats for sale. Make
Call 436-5663.
$399.95. Wallin Hardspace. Call 753-8660 or
beds. Excellent conPunched This ‘Veek
see at 1804 Coldwater
ware, Paris.
dition. $150 each. Call
36 For Rent Or lease
Phone 753_3914
Rd.
753-1499.
Liners
Food
Jim Adams
IF YOU think home-fires
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
Kelley
'
s Termite
always happen to other, ELECTRIC STOVE,
retail store building on
people, give this ad to a
Pest Control
'double oven. Good
south side court square
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
100 Swell 13th
friend. Smoke Alarm
condition. Divan, chair
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
INSURANCE
battery operated by
and end table. Call 753Call Dal Boyd, 1-247SALES CAREER
Water Pik, $29.99.
24 Miscellaneous
5269.
2833.
Wallin Hardware.
Not ell isoprene
living
ON
DISPLAY
50
Cleaners
17
Vacuum
Sale position
FOR LEASE - tour
room suites, sofas, and
LARGE FURNACE and
are the sane
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
500
leads
VACUUM,
1. We supply you with
sleepers. See us before
KIRBY
.4
stoker for sale. Call 153home with double
from our advertising & policy
you buy. Easy TERMS.
Maple Street. Rebuilt
8660 or see at Blackford
holders each dr every week.
garage,
nicely
2. No servicing, no delivery of
vacuums, starting at
Furniture Exchange
House, 1804 Coldwater
decorated in
Farpolicies & no collections.
your
rebuild
$45.04
We
Co., 209 N. Market
Rd.
Top commissions paid 6
m in g t on . Leas-k months in advance each week
Street, Paris, Tenn.
vacuum for $29.95. Call
purchase
option
4. Training is important Sc
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
USED MATTRESSES
both experienced & inexavailable.
Call
345-2745.
perienced people, and for the
and box springs. Alw
CUSTOM MATTRESS
Tobacco, dairy products, drinks, seed and
people we hire, we will
37
livestock Supplies
used carpet. Contact
made any size for anprovide the finest of
plants excluded.
professional training:
A bit of imagination could turn this home on
before 3 p. m.,'Holiclay FIRE SALE used Singer
tique beds or campers. FOR . SALE: One 3,4
Insurance
or
S.
Sales
Lakeview Drive in Pamorama Shores into a
Inn, South 12th.
Buy direct and save on
background, not necessary .
sewing machine, zig zag
Arabian Colt, 2 years
delight to own. A terrific view from second story
6. Many fringe benefits such
all mattresses,
and all regular atold, Bay. One 34 Arabian
major
$50,000
group
as
,ANTIQUE
living area situated on large corner lot. Low
LARGE
oak
We still have garden seed and plantsHealthopedic or foam.
medical, hospitalization free
tachments. Fully
Yearling Colt, light
$20's.
icebox, $135. 1925 Airline
to you and your family.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
guaranteed, sews
L2
chestnut.
One
short wave radio, $25.
If you are interested in
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Wanted!
perfect. Full cash price,
Arabian Yearling Colt,
Metal
icebox,
$40.
Wood
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 5.30s also 3
o solos career with
Phone 1-443-7321..
$29.50, Call Martha
light chestnut, flax
cook
stove,
$85.
bedroom homes with formal dining room in mid 540s
unlimited opportunity
354-8619 or
Hopper,
mane and tail. Fadjur,
If you ore interested in listing your home colt us for in•
glass,
26
Showcase
with
TV
Radio
for both income end adwrite Route 5, Benton,
Roayas, Abu Farwa,
diyiduol, exparf service
$25.
Maple
headboard,
vancement. For apKy.
Raffles Bloodlines. Will
WANTED RESPON$25. Call 436-5412.
pointment call Michael
price separately or all
SIBLE perSon to take up
Equipment
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
19.
Farm
Howard, Holiday Inn,
for $1200.00. Speight
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
small monthly payment
Located South,ide Court Square
Pot Mobley
753-5916 between 9
Arabians, Route 5, Box
753 0958
Open Daily Monday Saturday
per bale. Premium
on 19" color TV. Under
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
G.les
G
a.m.. - 1 p.m. Tves.,
524,
Fulton, Kentucky
Fence
AAA
quality
Call
3rd and Main, Murray, Ky.
needs.
warranty.
guaranteed.
J
and
B
Phone 753.4451
753 6557
June 7.
42041. Phone 502-472$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Music-Magnavox, 753Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Member Multi listing Service arid Moffat Calloway (ount', Board of Peahen
3425.
,Hardware, Paris.
7)75.
Paducah, Ky.
4

Think

Joe Sledd
Agency

1

Sc
Ti

TWC
bed

wel
bar
Cal

1011111111

QUR.AigyrY

Furches Jewelry

Bankroll Card

=Mk

It

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS
#
50%
Groceries
Spices
50%
Notions
50%
Hardware
50%

J.T. Wallis
& Son

No
PC
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•
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43 Real Estate

•

REALTORS

South 12th

at Sycamore

TELEPHONE 753-1061

TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home.
New septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. Good building site.
Call 489-2760 or 489-2508.
See Vfdsee Fsrst
Owe of the best boys is
Marren This hews ferneres
3 Hammes, Isah4e hitches, utility, and onside
stomp. For mere, conservation: insagetien, storm
doers end wisdoms ere en
imiportent footsore. Loaned
et 1315 Kirkwood and priced
to sell at $24,500.
Quoins
Ognstansling
hems: This hems Is. 4
specious beasimns, 2 baths,
beautiful restic din, hitchers
nod dining room, well to
well carpet, mid sue deck.
Located 2 miles outside of
city Twits on 2 ecres. Oily
146,000.
Nice starter hem*: This
Oder Is... is reedy to 111050
into. Completely remodeled,
wall to well carpet, pesseled,
sad berge beKt-in kitchen.
Must see to appreciate.
Make year move for only
$15,000.

Wilson

1
I4

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
202 See* 4th Street
Ph...753-3243

41 Motorcyors

46 Homes For Sale

43 Real Estate
PICTURE A PRETTY
HOUSE and view of
Kentucky Lake for year
round living. Call us to
see this house in
Panorama
Shores.
Three bedrooms, 2
fireplaces, convenient
kitchen, and 3 car
garage. Priced in the
40's.
Phone
KOPPERUD REAI.TY, 7531222. Wyy work hard to
provide-the best possible
service to you.
1015 STORY AVENUE Immediate possession,
in walking distance of
Bel Aire Shopping,
grocery. Roomy 3
bedroom brick veneer
home with large den, 1'2
baths, electric heat.
Large lot with circular
driveway. Double
carport with storage.
Outside building has
electricity, water, and
sewerage. $31,900. Call
or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
45. Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK home,
energy
efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes
North
Of
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.
64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
county. Call___253-011W.

Ben-De-Field Subdivision
Beautiful Spanish ranch home with excellent
floor plan. 3 bedrooms,living room, kitchen with
built-ins, dining room, 2 baths, central heat and
air, carpeted, 11,2 carport, community water.
Also included is an 8'x8' storage building and
above ground swimming pool. $41,500.00.

C.W.Shelton
Real Estate &
Co.
AuctionRoad

730 Paris
Mayfield,Kentucly 42066
OFFICE: 247-1385
HOME:247-7514

NEW BRICK HOME
located in Kirksey.
Includes 1400 ft. floor
space, a one ear garage,large patio, and front
porch. Also includes
energy-saving Anderson
insulated windows, and
fully insulatefl walls and
ceilings. „FOS plenty of
birch ciinets and large
- Food pantry. Fully
carpeted living room,
hall, and bedrooms. Has
24 inch well with sta-rite
pump.
submergible
Priced to sell. $27,000.
Call 489-2298 after 5 p.
m.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, $26,500. 402 N.
17th between Olive and
Hamilton. Call 753-2498.
MODERN home on 2'2
acres, 5 minutes from
town, southeast. Four
bedrooms, plenty of
shade, garden, fruit
trees. Low 30's. Call 7537620.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, FHA assumable
loan. Call 753-7865 9 to 5,
Monday through Friday.
BEDROOM
THREE
brick, 2 bath, family
room, living room, 2 car
garage with workshop
or storage. Central heat,
and • vacuum.
air
Located near Murray
High,753-8432.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1974 KAWASAKI KZ-408.
Fairing luggage rack,
two
helmets, low
mileage. Excellent
shape. $750. Call 4354413.
500 66 YAMAHA trail
bike. Excellent condition. Call 436-5649.
1975 INDIAN 100CC.
Excellent
running
condition. Looks sharp
for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Ca!! 3548222 after 4 p. m.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1970
MAVERICK
Grabber, red and black,
good condition. Three
speed, 6 cylinder., 2500
miles on overhauled
engine. $650 firm. 718
Nash Drive, or call 7530974 or 436-2361.
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6'. Must sell.

Fire
. 7534441

753-5703

753-3914

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock
finishing and dry wall.
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph.
Worley.
KIRBY Carpet care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
la' room would only be
Vtl.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
rep*, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
ROOFING - repair, Bob
Myers, 436-5588.
ELECLICENS_E
TRICIAN and gas` indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work, Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimatei. Call 436-2382.

Or Write

WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home in, town)
while you have a night
out. Also would like to
keep one or 2 small girls
in my home weekdays,
while you work. Call 7533
6421.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residenti,al.
Also
drywall finishing for
free estimate, phone
Atkins Painting, 4374534.

III

.•

FENCE SALES
AT
SEARS w. Call Doug
la
,t 753-2310 for
free c-t ,ates for your
needs

Police
753-1621

24 Hour Service
7 Days A Week

SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backftiling.,call 753-7370
or 753-7570
WILL DO BABYSITTING
in my home. Call 7530081.
WILL HAUL hay. Call
753-6186 or 753-6955.

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-3134
753-6177

535397
102 S 4th St
Murray. Ky

ELECTRICAL
WIRING

Murray Calloway
.. County Hospital

Residential &
Commercial
Installations
SI Service

753-5131

474-8841

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Anderson
Electric, Inc.

753-6952
_

RADIO, TELEVISION & CS
RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

474-8841

Anderson
Electric
Inc.
We

con do Capetian
L Dumont Warranty Service

• a. in. te • p. m. Toes., Wed.
sad Thins. 9 a. as. to 10 p. at.
hi. end Sat. Closed Sen. end

Bulldozing
Prompt, dependable
service.
Three
bulldozers to serve
you.

753-1959
474-2264
Steven Alexander
L.W. Lyons

Saturday, June 18, 10:00 A.M.
Shine

"THE COVE"
RESORT APARTMENTS ON KENTUCKY LAKE
wi i m,ies Northeast rf
U stir
LOCATION act

Morel
Mronr and Psjo,t
,AH Courry lirmtucE, 11 mOrt krlheaS1 of soot.. IS
‘
116,
miles East of svcay t •ale tie, krutl• p• ln1twli, arm

1" T II RING
BY
SE
•• ars seamless
gun,
nstalled per
fications. Call
or at 753-2310
for r• , • , Aimates.
Worm-tic industrial. Call
Charles looksey after 6-

SEVEN -BUSHELS of
'illiams Bean
cert.
seed. Call 492-8214.
54 Free Column
FREE THREE kittens, 6
weeks old. Call 753-1887.

HI 791Paris,Tenn

Looking or a hi.'- me?
1214ide-Itrwide- Dotble wides

We

have

wities

4-he home FIT your rweds
r

* lar3e s,eiec,:t ion
*
* muttlit-tonstruc ion

See the rtierialy
DIN K INS
90I-t42- 4S9/
INVITATION TO BID
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
hereby solicits bids for the construction of a
"Professional Office Building" on the MurrayCalloway County Hospital site in Murray, Kentucky.
Bids will be received for the following
s) by Construction Cost Consultants of
package(s)
Kentucky, Inc. the agent of, and Construction
Manager for, the Hospital Board. Bids will be
deposited in the Board room at the Hospital, 803
Poplar, Murray, Kentucky on or before the date
designated below for each package.
BID PACKAGE NO. 1 ham 21, 1977 2:00 P.M. CDT
Site Clearing; Excavation, Filling and
Grading; Termite Protection; Construction Fence; Site and Underslab Mechanical; Site and Underslab Electrical.
DIVISION 2
Section 2A -Site Clearing
Section 2B - Excavating, Filling and Grading
Section 2C- Termite Protection
Section 2D - Construction Fence
DIVISION 3
Section 3A - Concrete
DIVISION 15
Section 15- Mechanical
DIVISION 16
Section 16- Electrical
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder
or acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
per cent (59E1 of the bid shall be submitted with
each proposal. The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and payment bond. Attention is called
to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
must be paid on this project.
Issuance of documents will be limited to two
(21 sets per prime contractor upon payment of
deposit of $50.00 per set. • ,
Deposits will be refunded to those submitting a
bid on the project upon return of the plans in
usable condition not later than 15 days after bid
•
date.
Plans will
available to qualified bidders on
or after June 6, 1977 at either of the following
locations.
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky,
Inc.
New Hartford Pike, P.() Box 1328
Owensboro, Kentucky

Plans will be on file at the following loeat ion
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Louisville, Kentucky
F.W. Dodge Corporation
Evansville, Indiana
I., I
,:
S....W.1
IL:

tor...014W

0.

C.,. 1.d

TER

F.W. Dodge Corporation
Nashville. Tennessee
Builders Exchange
Louisville. Kentucky
A.ssociated General Contractors
Kentucky .
Paducah. Kentucky.

POSSESSION ^

Ot- Y, ;
EV
EKR
SLI

(.1 5.11)5i PHOI-STERY
Phone 753•

53 Feed And Seed

Gresham de Keer, John Keeling Associates
126 South Second, P.O. Box 1251
Paducah, Kentucky

CARPET CLEANING
exper;k, need,
very
rea.soriable rates,
references, free
.
esurnate Quick drying.
Call 75 75827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
'ettir.,: those small
plumbing jobs done?
753-6614.
Then

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and .
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

be
-

,41 HI( 11, WIRING
H.F.
ii, .

Nary 94 East

motr•

Sat 9 a m to tpm EST

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,

Rain or

TAINTING
Interior
and exterior. Free
estimates. After 5 p.m.
phone 753-4353 or 753E61.

Mobile Homes Inc.
Lake

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N 3rd St Columbus Ohio 43215

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

51. Services Offered

AIR
AUTOMOTIVE
conditioning. Need air
on
part
condition
weekend' We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.

Monday to Friday gum to 6 p m

APS
WO

TAXI CAB SERVICE

1301 Chestnut NIurras
302 N. 18th Street
AP
• Murray.
,
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies. Roaches.
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 S. 13th St.
Murray. Ky

1973 CHEVY LUV pickup,
$1495. 1972 Ford Torino
power and air, $1095
Call 489-2595.

SERVICE
QUALITY
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department.
1.arry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

51. Services Offered

AglimmilP

home, garden, auto, sewer,
power and .concrete tools and
etc.

1972 FORD F-250 camper
special with camper
Call 753-0278.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

31..)

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

74 TOYOTA Cilica„Air
Conditioned, 4 speed,
L & M Blacktopping, seal FOR BACKEIOE and
actual miles, gooa
46,000
coating and repairs. For
197rrit Kiiiugham, 2
641110-zing- needs. Call,
call 7
414424---trSttrriatin call - 753-i1537. - 437-4533 or after
diTOTT elfnllent conOWNER, _SACRIFIC.ING,
•• or 7513557.after
dition. rntereSted Callers
'
354-8161 or 354-8138.
quality brick residence
5
after
753-3858
AERIAL APPLICATION
Call
only.
exclusive location,
CUTLASS
L972- Fertilizing, seeding, WILL BUSH HOG lots in
p. m.
unusual features, exSUPREME, Good
and
herbicides
city. Call 753-3942.
ceptional - - opportunity,Power
condtttcrn--.-GRAND PRIX,
pesticides. battles Ag.
immediate possession. 1976
steering, brakes and air.
power steering, power
Service. Call 489-2414 or FOR YOUR septic tank
Call 753-0940.
Maroon with White top.
brakes, air, AM-FM
901442-0712.
and backhoe work needs
Call 753-4015
stereo, tape, excellent
call John bane. Phone
CRAPPIE HOLLOW After 4:00 call 753-6103
condition. Call 753-4331.
MOBILE HOME AN753-8669 or 436-2586.
double lot on 280 and
CHORS, underpinning,
50 Campers
Lakeway Shores plus
awnings, roofs sealed, HOME REPAIR, pain1977 TRANS AM T-A
Excellent
home.
mobile
ting and brick work.
1976 DODGE MINI motor
engine. Loaded with
and Alcoa aluminum
well. 200' septic field,
Free estimates. Call
home, 20 ft., loaded with
extras. 3,000 miles. Must
house siding & trim. Call
wide driveways. Nice
anytime, phone 753-5399.
extras. 658 Cedar Street,
Jack Glover, 753-1873
sell. Call 753-7891.
trees. Good business
Calvert City, 395-4536.
or weekends.
5
after
potential. $7800. By
SIGN PAINTING. Call
1972 BLUE GRAND
owner. Call 436-2538.
753-9998.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Sport, 302 TRAVEL WAGON. 1969
Torino
Ford, 302 engine, good
aluminum' store fronts,
Cleveland engine. $1050.
oversized tires, butane
auto glass, plexiglass, WILL HAUL LIME. or
Call 753-0521 or 436-2736.
7 Motorcycles
furnace and stove,
plate and window glass.
white rock or sand. Call
refrigerator. Call 436CAMARO Leeds
1968
M and G Complete
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
1974 HONDA 750, lots of
2433.
work. Call 767-2512 betGlass, 753-0180.
_ 753-4545.
extras. Customized.
ween Sand 7 p. m.
$1200.00. Firm. Enquire
WHITES CAMPER
at University Gulf.
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
KODAK
SALES located 4 miles
1971 DODGE Maxi Van.
KEYSTONE
WANTED
EVEREADY
East of Murray, on
Radials, mags, carpet,
1975 YAMAHA Enduro
HOLSON ALBUMS
WESTINGHOUSE
Highway 94 toward Keninsulated. Call 767-6527
100. Call 489-2162.
Ind,viduat Male or Female needed lull or part t.me to clIS
Lake. Authorized Fan
after 6 p. m.
ir.bute world lamous Kodak tom and other photo products
and Star Craft dealer.
through company establ.shed locabons Make.th,s your
Clean used campers.
year tor .ndependerice 5I995 00 investment Guaranteed 12
. Open 7 days per week.
month merchand.se repurChase agreement
1751
Call 753-0605.
CALL NI Martin (Toll Freiet 1-100.040-1200 or Colleci A614226

Phone 753-5351
Hinman's
Rentals

1972 CJ-5 jeep. Will sell or
trade for pickup truck.
Call 435-4593.

1970 CAMARO. 6 cylinder, straight shift. 1967
Ford van, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. Call 4892613.

Radio Cab Company
v

OLDSMOBILE
1973
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factor)
tape. Almost new radial
':Fes. Call 527-8273

CHEVROLET
1973
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.

•4111

ww

1971 TORINO GT. l'o‘‘er
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark (;1 ecii
Call 527-8273 after 4 00

1972 VEGA Kammback
wagon 283 automatic
Sharp Wagon $85000.
Call 1-354-6217

alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
(This a
the paper and save for bandy reference)

a
'
OA

1969 FORD FAIRLANE,
good condition. Call 7538483.

NICE 1973 Montegb GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
• clean. Call 753-0698.

Dial-A-Service
0.

1969 MUSTANG good gas
mileage, good tires, nice
car. Call 753-0741.

°
31

,

MANAGER Y

if

,ter,I
'
W.'

OWNER

Poison
Control
Center

-753-7588

Carriere
Quality Service
Company
ViPof Pump
Sper,ol,sts

Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments.

753-9290

IDERMareS
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Je-ry McCoy,Owner
& Operator
Refinishing &
Custom Built Furruture

502-492-8837

Mercy
Professional
Ambulance
Corp.

753-9332

white
URI\ v. %VS
, • ,and and lime
all Mark Bucy.
753-8:;8:
1411 I
kirld

r • auling of any
in county
air also. Call

WHITCRAFT 38 FT. CRUISER

Construction Cost Consultants or Ker:tul k'.
Inc.
Owensboro, Kentucky

• ,•
TERMS
OWNER

•
•

S.

C.Q Shelton

75341.4

,CI:sTrim HAY bailing
r•t1 combining
'and
4090
Call

Greshani te Kerr, John Keeling Sat, ii tates
Paducah, Kentucky

Real Estate & Auction Co
2411325
Mayfield Kentucky
130 Pins Road
•

11

-

The Murray-Calloway Count flostut,11 Board
reserves the right to reject arI it all hills or
waive any informalities in the bu(1(11r,4 No bid
shall be withdrawn for a period If txt rio (la
subsequerit-to the opening of bids without / on sent
of the Owner.

I

I

I
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Calloway County High School Honor
Roll Released for The Semester

Deaths and Funerals
C. D. Vinson, Sr.
Dies This Morning
With Rites Tuesday

Mrs. Hontas Story Jeffrey G. Kimbro
Dies; Funeral To
Dies At Hospital
Jeffrey Gene Kimbro, two
Be Held Tomorrow days'
old infant son of Mr. and

The honor roll for the second
semester at Calloway County
High School has been released
by Principal Ron McAlister as
follows:
Seniors—
All A's — Susan Adams,
Kevin Bowen, Margaret
McCallon, Linda McCuiston,
Patricia Melvin, Teri Morris,
Donna Smith, Renee Tobey,
and Cindy Williams.
All A's and B's — Dwayne
Barrow, Darrell Beane,
Regina Beane, Shelia Bell,
Deborah Brooks, Cresti Bucy,
--Kevin D'Angelo, Eddie Dillon,
Teri Erwin, Jill Falwell,
Teresa Garland, Ricky Green,
Candy Hargis, Sonia Hendon,
Felecia Housden, Sheryl
.,Jewell, Regina Hopkins
Jackson, Carl Kelleher, Gary
Lamb, James Kevin Lovett,
Marilyn McKenzie, Terry
Steve McCuiston, Linda

Denise Howard, Michael
Howard, James Hudspeth,
Kevin Hutson, Kim Kemp,
Lorraine Steen, Patricia
Parrish, Kenneth Paschall,
Craig Redden, Mitzi Redick,
Randy McCallon, Cynthia
Lassitg, Susan Lewis, Lisa
CleavJF, Janna Cooper, and
Paula Kim Outland.
Sophomore's —
All A's — Tommy Boggess,
Johnna Brandon, Steve
Enoch, Jackie Parker, Kim
Starks, and Terry Tucker.
All A's and B's — Marion
Adams, Sharion Adams,
Connie Baker, Patty Bynum,
Mary Denny, Carol Cooper,
Cindy Cuncan, Charlotte
Coursey, Jimmy Hale, Eric
Kelleher, Shayne Lassiter,
Terry Lassiter, Renee McDougal, Shelia McKenzie,
Ginger Mitchell, Ken Morris,
Overby, Jerry
Mickey
Paschall, Michael Randolph,
Rose Ross, Tanunie Rudolph,
Dawn Sledd, Debra Smith,
Conda Stubblefield, Mike
Thomas, Billy Vincent, Donna
Walker, Carol Watkins, Chuck
Williams, Russ Wilson, Teresa
Wilson, Mimi Winchester, and
hearing is scheduled Thur- Stephanie Wyatt.
sday before a U.S. magistrate
Freshman —
for two officials of a chemical
All A's — Dale Finney,
disposal firm who were Meleah Paschall, and Denise
arrested by the FBI last week Rutherford.
on charges of dumping six
All A's and B's — Jamie
tons of toxic chemicals into Barnett, Lisa Bazzell, James
the sewers March 1.
Bibb, Cindy Brandon, Melissa
Donald Eugene Distler, 41, Brinkley, Susan Byars, Craig
president of Kentucky Liquid Chandler, Tammie Crouse,
Recycling Inc., and Charles Regina Cunningham, Mary K.
William Horn Jr., vice Elkins, Gary Emerson, Larry
president of the New Albany, Enoch, Tim Feltner, Joanna
Ind.-based firm were charged Fleming, Tripp Furches, Guy
with discharging pollutants Furr, Roger Garland, Nick
into a federal waterway
1TOPIUn,--Thomas AIMS, -Soy
Ohio River — via the. city's Kelso,- Kerry Lamb, Keitha
sewers.
Lassiter, Lisa McBride.,
The chemicals found in the Melisa Miller, Gary Price,
sewers —7 hexachlorocy- Debra
Dale
Pritchett,
clopentadiene and octach- Sheridan, David E. Thorn,
lorocyclopentene — are used Glenda Turner, Anita Unin the manufacture of derhill, Lisa Valentine, Mary
pesticides, dyes, resins and Wagoner, Kim Willie, and
materials.
flame-retardant
_Rhonda Wilson

Miller, Richard Miller, Penny
Jo Moody, Jamie Morrison,
Janet Murdock, Tammy
Overby, Teresa Paschall,
Kenneth Roach, Raymond
Rodden, LaDonne Roberts,
Melissa S. Rowland, Gail
Smotherman, Ronnie Stubblefield, Vanessa Stone, Shea
Sykes, Sheri Thomas, Renee
Thompson, Pamela Marie
Todd, Pamela Jean Todd,
Dwight Watson, and Leslie
Wilfred.
Juniors—
All A's — John Brinkley,
Tammy Feltner, -Marion
Garland, Susie Imes, Laura
Jarrett, Gail Tucker, Pam
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